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INTRODUCTION

Reality as presented in the Alexandria Quartet of 
Laurence Durrell, is relative; and as such, the Quar
tet, using the form of the relativity proposition, 
translates the scientific principles of Einstein’s 
Theory of Relativity into truly human relationships. 
Durrell proposes to offer in the Quartet the basic 
unities, which he finds lacking in modern literature. 
These unities, he believes, can be arrived at by study
ing man in space-time, thus adding a fourth dimensional 
aspect to the usual spacial dimensions. In the Quar
tet, then, he emphasizes two aspects of the relativity 
proposition, its attitude toward time and the subject- 
object relationship.

When the relativity proposition is applied to 
objects, we say that the ’’real” object is a four
dimensional object that does not change at all but is 
simply viewed from different angles. What Durrell 
has done in the Quartet is simply apply the relativity 
proposition to the human condition. The result, however, 
is no longer simple because in its application to the 
human condition, he has made man the subject and man
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the object and has applied the theory to the realm of 
cognition. Hans Meyerhoffer in speaking of time in 
literature interprets Kant’s term "transcendental 
unity" as it affects literature by saying, "The self is 
not only a passive recipient of stimuli, external or 
internal but an active center controlling, modifying, 
organizing and integrating these stimuli."1

Once in the realm of cognition, however, both 
subject and object are subject to change because both 
subject and object are being "made." Due to these 
constant changes taking place, reality, then, becomes 
even more relative because while we ordinarily say 
that one thing affects another according to its posi
tion in space-time and presents to the second thing 
only the portion of itself that can be viewed by the 
other, when applying the theory to the human condition 
and consequently to the realm of cognition, we must 
presuppose that both the portion of the object viewed 
and the receptivity of the subject viewing are con
stantly changing.

1Hans Meyerhoff, Time in Literature (Berkeley,
I960), p. 35.
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In the Quartet Durrell has presented many aspects 
of the same characters and has placed the characters 
in a variety of experiences and interpersonal relation
ships, allowing the reader from this variety of sen
sible appearances to synthesize and arrive at as total 
a view as possible of the subject perceived. This 
view can never be total because a total view would 
presuppose an objective, unchanging viewer or an 
objective unchanging object viewed. In the case of man 
the viewed, and man the viewer, this objective situation 
can never be arrived at in the realm of cognition 
because man's knowledge of man will always be relative 
since one man can attribute to another a field of con
sciousness which may overlap and interweave with his 
own field of consciousness, but the field itself is 
of necessity his own and not the other's, making cog
nition relative.

Durrell does not claim to present a total view of 
reality on the conscious level. On the contrary, by 
applying the relativity theory to the human condition, 
he has shown: 1) that absolute objectivity on the 
part of the observer is impossible; 2) that the prin
ciple of indeterminancy replaces causality, making the 
possibility of two contradictory statements or ideas 
being true at the same time by using different combi
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nations of the same set of coordinates or by presenting 
partial cognition of fields of consciousness and par
tial receptivity; 3) that because man is placed in 
space-time rather than in time or space alone, he is 
rooted in the past and future as well as the present.
4) Also, man must be considered in his totality, as 
psychic man made up of both conscious and unconscious.

Reality, as Durrell views it, is not limited to 
this particular place in space-time but stretches 
beyond the present generation to include generations 
beyond physical concept. Immediate phenomenal reality 
is affected by a mythical transformation which projects 
back to its origins to a prehistoric sphere and for
ward through all moments of self creation in a constant 
becoming, making a cycle of enlightenment because 
subjectivity and objectivity are placed in their pro
per relationship through myth. Durrell, then, as I 
will show in Chapter One, has provided one of the basic 
unities which he has found lacking in modern literature ; 
that is, he has transformed immediate phenomenal reality 
through the use of myth which reaches back in time 
toward the ultimate basis of life itself where it has 
its own mode of reality, a mode of objectivity rather 
than relativity because it exists in the human uncon
scious not requiring a particular field of conscious-



ness. It achieves a unity by deriving every level of 
activity from a common ultimate origin that does not 
depend on an individual field of consciousness but is 
contained basically in the human unconscious.

5



CHAPTER I

MYTHOPOEIC REFERENCE BENEATH FACT

If one judges the worth of the Alexandria Quartet 
according to the norms of Western literature and 
according to traditional literary patterns, it will 
most likely be found wanting; it will be found wanting 
because having little to do with Western thought, it 
probes deeply into the consciousness of the East and 
slips beyond consciousness itself, expressing the 
unconscious in a literary pattern that recreates a past 
beyond geographical space and chronological time. 
Because of its use of Egyptian mythology and Egyptian 
thought to plumb the depths of the very relative real 
to a point where a new dimension, fixed and unchanging 
begins to come into focus, one can see in the Quartet 
an attempt to create a work of art by recreating a 
myth. Thus, through the use of symbol and myth the 
Quartet penetrates beyond form and beyond conscious
ness, evading interpretation unless a norm other than 
the traditional Western norm is used. John Senior in 
The Way Down and Out explains the particular use of 
symbol and myth as I see it worked out by Durrell in 
the Quartet:
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Modern theories of art are predicated on the 
ego— that is, on a philosophy which accepts 
as the only reality the observations both 
internal and external of the conscious "I".
The symbolist thesis, directly antithetical, 
is this: A work of art is a yantra, a 
support for contemplation; it focuses the 
mind like a cyclic lens, so as to liberate the 
knower in us from the limitations of the ego.
Art is a manipulation of forms so that the 
mind can be led beyond forms. . . . The way 
through is the way out. The typist at her 
typewriter may at any ’'moment” look through 
the meaningless words she types and see the 
Word itself, and even the whore may see at 
any moment something more than herself in the 
glass. • • . The Absolute knows no degrees, 
though there are degrees of the perception of 
it. Different cultures are led by different 
means. We must take ourselves as we are and 
proceed as we may. The symbolist movement 
is an attempt to find that way again.1

Durrell has, I believe, led the mind beyond forms in
the Alexandria Quartet, beyond the forms of the very
relative real of the Alexandria of Justine. Balthazar.
Mountolive. and Clea to an Egypt which is the objective
realm of the Pharaoh, a realm existing before political
pharaohs came to be— a realm of myth. This realm of
myth is recreated by Durrell in the Quartet.

in Symbolis
1 8 2 , 2 0 1 .

1 John Down and Out: The Occult 
thaca, 1 £ 59)'» pp. 200,



Structurally, the Quartet is constructed as a 
four-dimensional word continuum containing the many-
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faceted life situations of the people of contemporary 
Alexandria while reaching back to the tombs of the 
dead conquerers in search of an absolute to which all 
is relative. As one reads the Quartet, one is pre
sented with a city self-contained, closed in upon 
itself, yet a city drawing to its center inhabitants 
from the four quarters to which it reaches— inhabitants, 
who once inside the city seem drawn to the core that 
has coalesced, a core at once composed of grandeur and 
squalor, gay festival and dark magic, creativity and 
human decay. To accomplish the fusion of such oppo
sites and to portray the many-sided existence of 
Alexandria, Durrell uses the baroque, a style which 
allows him to feed into his flow of language both the 
conscious and the unconscious to provide a complete 
view of man and to present a city morphologically rather 
than geographically. George Steiner seems to have 
understood what many Western critics fail to grasp 
about the style of Durrell:

The main source of controversy is Durrell*s style. 
And that style is, in fact, the vital center 
of Durrell*s art. It meets the reader like a 
bristling parapet when he first enters the 
world of Justine; and when he has finished 
Plea, he will realize that that style is also
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the inward sanctuary of Durrell's mean
ing. It is, therefore, with the shape of 
the syntax and the r^re glitter of the words 
that one must start.

If Durrell speaks to his generation in the Quartet, 
it is in his style that I see him speaking most clear
ly. He is able to do with words what multi-media does 
with light, sound, and movement. He focuses on man 
in space-time. Through his use of language he is able 
to allow the reader to move with ease from the very 
relative real of Alexandria through the layers of the 
psyche, down through the levels of the conscious to 
the realm of the unconscious to an objective mythic 
past. He presents a city balancing on two centers of 
gravity, the forgotten site of the Soma and the Bro
kers' Club, which together form a spiritual-temporal 
axis:

As she speaks I am thinking of the founders 
of the city, of the soldier-God in his -glass 
coffin, the youthful body lapped in sliver, 
riding down the river towards his tomb. Or 
of that great square negro head reverberating 
with a concept of God conceived in the spirit 
of pure intellectual play— Plotinus. . . .
Now even the city had two centers of gravity—  
the true and magnetic north of its personality: 
and between them the temperament of its in
habitants sparked harshly like a leaky elec
tric discharge. Its spiritual center was the 
forgotten site of the Soma where once the con
fused young soldier's body lay in its bor
rowed Godhead; its temporal site the Brokers'
?
George Steiner, "Lawrence Durrell: The Baroque 

Novel," The Tale Review. XLIX (Summer, i960), USR.
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Club where like Caballi the cotton brokers sat 
to sip their coffee, puff rank cheroots and 
watch Capodistria— as people on a river-bank 
will watch the progress of a fisherman or anartist.3

We have then in Durrell's view of the city a com
plete personality, a union of the Soma and the temporal. 
The Soma, the drink of fertility and life, the sperma, 
fructifies the intellect and according to Plotinus,
"What lies enclosed in the intellect, comes to develop
ment in the world-soul as logos, fills it with meaning 
^nd makes it as if intoxicated with nectar."^ Carl Jung 
says that this nectar is analogous to soma, the drink 
of fertility and of life, also to sperma. "The soul 
is fructified by the intellect; as oversoul it is 
called heavenly Aphrodite, as the undersoul the earthly 
Aphrodite."' In the Quartet Parley, speaking of the 
temporal site symbolized by the marketplace where the 
brokers sat and the Soma or intellectual site says:

3'Lawrence Durrell, Alexandria Quartet: Justine 
(New York, 1957), pp. 31-52. All subsequent references 
to the Alexandria Quartet will be referred to as the 
Quartet or will be referred to by the name of the 
particular volume: Justine; Balthazar (New York,
1953); Mountolive (New York, 1959); and Clea (New York, 
I960). References will be included parenthetically in my text.

4.Plotinus, Enneades, III» 5»9.
5Carl Jung, The Psychology of the Unconscious 

(New York, 1952), p. 148.
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The one symbolized for me the great conquests 
of man in the realm of matter, space, and 
time— which must inevitably yield their harsh 
knowledge of defeat to the conqueror in his 
coffin; the other was no symbol but the living 
limbo of free-will in which my beloved Justine 
wandered, searching with such frightening 
singleness of mind for the integrating spark 
which might lift her into a new perspective of 
herself. In her, as an Alexandrian, licence 
was in a curious way a form of self-abnegation, 
a travesty of freedom; and if I saw her as an 
exemplar of the city it was not of Alexandria 
or Plotinus that I was forced to think, but of 
the sad thirtieth child of Valentinus who fell, 
not like Lucifer by rebelling against God, but 
by desiring too ardently to be united with 
him (Justine, p. 32).

Totality of person can be achieved only by a union of 
the temporal and the soma. This search for totality 
of person— man in space-time— I accept as the purpose 
of the novel. Only such a view of man can allow the 
reader to bring into focus the four faces of man or 
'•four functions” as Jung terms them: thought, intui
tion, sensation, and feeling— to go beyond the very 
relative real, beyond forms, and back to the creation 
myth itself.

That Durrell intends Justine to take on cosmic 
proportions seems quite evident. One of the first indi
cations of a deeper and more comprehensive manifesta
tion of Justine appears in the book written by Jacob 
Arnauti, Justine's first husband, Moeurs, when he says
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of his Jewish wife Claudia (really Justine):
I was bewitched by the illusion that I could 
really come to know her; but I see now that 
she was not really a woman but the incarnation 
of Woman admitting no ties in the society we 
inhabited. . • It was as if her world lacked 
a dimension, and love had become turned in
wards into a kind of idolatry. At first I mis
took this for a devastating and self-consuming egotism, for she seemed so ignorant of the 
little prescribed loyalties which constitute 
the foundations of affection between men and 
women. . . .  I was foolish enough to think 
that I could thaw her out and give her the 
physical peace upon which— I thought— mental 
peace must depend. I was wrong. There was 
some unresolved inner knot which she wished 
to untie and which was quite beyond my skill 
as a lover and a friend. . . . But there 

x was some other quality which I thought I
could detect behind all this. In a way she 
was not looking for life but for some integra
ting revelation which would give it point 
(Justine, pp. 61-62).

Considering Justine to be as Arnauti has said, that is, 
"not really a woman but the incarnation of Woman," one 
finds her reactions and her search much like the gods 
of Egypt in the act of creation. The Egyptian crea
tion myth according to Campbell, predates the account 
of creation recorded in Genesis by two thousand years 
and differs basically from the Hebrew account of cre
ation in that the Genesis account when it says, "Let 
there be light," represents the first of a series of 
exterior actions on the part of the creator. The 
Egyptian account, on the other hand, is presented 
from a point of view interior to the divinity, thus 
making it psychological illumination.
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The first words uttered by Justine as she appears 
in the account given by Jacob Arnauti, Justine’s first 
husband, in hie book, Moeurs. are spoken to him in a 
mirror in a hotel lobby, ’’There is never enough light” 
(Justine, p. 64). Taken literally, Justine's state
ment, "There is never enough light." is hardly signi
ficant. Taken in the context of the Quartet and in 
the context of Egyptian mythology and its use of light 
symbolism, it is a key to understanding the mythical 
dimension of the novel. James E. Miller says of the 
use of myth in the modern novel:

Myth is a statement of a primeval, greater and more relevant reality by which the present 
life, fates, and activities of mankind are 
determined. . . . myth in general is a resurrection of reality.®
The myth recreated in the Quartet, is a living out 

of this primeval reality in a new dimension. The 
characters, then, in the Quartet are not merely fic
tional characters acting out a particular plot in a 
particular setting; they are this, but they are more. 
One must, then, move from the statement of fact to 
the mytho-poeic reference beneath fact and in the case 
of the Quartet to the Egyptian creation myth with its 
psychological use of the word "light."

^James E. Miller Jr., M^th and Method: Modern 
Theories of Fiction. (Lincoln, 1966), p. 135.
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The priestly minds of the great temple of Ptah, 
in the capital city founded by the first 
pharaoh display in this text a view of the 
nature of deity, that is at once psychological 
and metaphysical. The organs of the human body 
are associated with psychological functions: the heart with creative conception; the tongue 
with creative realization. And these functions, 
then, are cosmologized. In the way of a micro- 
macrocosmic correspondence, they are conceived 
to be man's portion of universally operative 
powers. And these principles or powers are 
what are personified in the figures of the gods, 
who are thus manifestations (imaged realizations) 
of the various recognized aspects of the mystery of being.<

The search for wholeness, for psychological illumination 
on the part of most of the characters of the Quartet,
I recognize as a reincarnation of the Isis-Osiris myth.

In presenting the Isis-Osiris myth and commenting 
upon it, Sir Wallis Budge in Egyptian Ideas of the 
Future Life says:

The Egyptians of every period in which they 
are known to us believed that Osiris was of 
divine origin, that he suffered death and 
mutilation at the hands of the powers of 
evil, that after a great struggle with these 
powers he rose again, that he became hence
forth the king of the underworld and judge of 
the dead, and that because he had conquered 
death the righteous also might conquer death;

7Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God: Oriental 
Mythology (New York, 1962), p. 84.
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and they raised Osiris to such an exalted 
position in heaven that he became the equal 
and, in certain cases, the superior of Ra, 
the Sun-god, and ascribed to him the attri
butes that belong to God.®
Typho, the enemy of Osiris, having taken the 

measure of Osiris's body prepared a coffin, beautifully 
carved and of great worth. At a banquet and supposedly 
in jest, he offered to give the coffin to anyone whom 
it would fit. Osiris, as did the other guests, stepped 
into the coffin to try it for size, at which point, 
Typho and his conspirators, nailed the cover tight, 
poured lead over it, and carried it to the sea where 
they dropped it in at the point where the Nile empties 
into the sea. The sea symbolizes the unconscious.
The dropping of the closed casket into the sea in the 
case of Osiris the sun god, closes off light. Thus 
begins the search of Isis for Osiris. According to the 
myth Isis is made aware by the power of the Demons that 
the chest has been washed ashore and has lodged in the 
swamps of the Delta where a beautiful tree grew up 
around it, which in time was cut to be used as a pil
lar in the house of the king. Isis appears as a

8Sir Wallis Budge, Egyptian Ideas of the Future 
Life, p. 61. [Place and date of publication not re
corded in textn All references to the Isis-Osiris 
myth wherever Ihey appear in this paper will be based 
on the account of the myth as presented in this book.
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stranger in this kingdom, and because of the unusual 
perfume of her skin which can be transmitted to the 
skins of others, comes to the attention of the queen, 
Astarte, who hires her as a nurse for her child. Isis, 
each night, put the child into the fire to consume his 
mortality, changed herself into a swallow, hovering 
around the pillar in which Osiris was entombed. When 
Isis's true identity was discovered, she requested 
that the main pillar which supported Astarte's home 
be given to her. Astarte allowed the pillar to be 
removed, and Isis, cutting it open removed the coffin 
of Osiris which she returned to Egypt. Even though the 
coffin was lodged in a hidden place, Osiris's enemy, 
Typho, found the body which he completely dismembered 
and scattered throughout the country. According to the 
legend, Isis was able to find all the members of the 
body of Osiris except the phallus, for which she made 
an imitation which was consecrated and worshipped at a 
solemn festival which is still observed in Egypt.

The Isis-Osiris myth is a myth of »search," a 
search for light, a search for totality of person. In 
finding the body of Osiris, Isis restored light in the 
sense of "soma" as Plotinus used the word, the sperma 
or fructifying spirit, the nectar which will fructify
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the intellect flooding it with light. However Isis did 
not find the phallus of Osiris* thus "soma" in the 
physical sense as sperma was not achieved in her search 
for light.

There is much of the idea of search in the Quartet—  
search for the source of Justine's nymphomania; search 
of Justine for a sphere beyond the physical in her love 
relations; search for the lost child; search for the 
Hermetic Gnosis; search of characters for total psychic 
wholeness— search for that which will allow the painter 
to paint and the writer to write— the making of the 
artist.

Speaking of the search for the source of Justine's
nymphomania, Arnauti says:

This explains the grand tour we took, hand in 
hand so to speak, in order to overcome this 
succubus together with help of science. To
gether we visited the book-lined cell of Czech- 
nia, where the famous mandarin of psychology 
sat, gloating pallidly over his specimens.
Basle, Zurich, Baden, Paris— flickering of 
steel rails over the arterial systems of 
Europe's body: steel ganglia meeting and 
dividing away across mountains and valleys. 
Confronting one's face in the pimpled mirrors 
of the Orient Express. We carried her dis
ease backwards and forwards over Europe like a baby in a cradle until I began to despair, 
and even imagine that perhaps Justine did 
not wish to be cured of it (Justine, p. 73)»
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Just as the enemies of Osiris dismembered him, 
scattering his members to the ends of the earth, 
forcing Isis to search out the members to reconstruct 
the body of Osiris, so too, Justine and Arnauti were 
confronted with a similar task of seeking out this 
early accoster and reconstructing the entire situation 
not just mentally as she had done, but actually, thus 
removing the shadow between herself and the expression 
of her love. Arnauti states this quite clearly when 
after he had inquired about this early attacker, who 
he was and where he was, he realized the futility yet 
was still faced with the obstacle, "Nevertheless there 
he was, standing squarely between Justine and me; 
between Justine and the light of the sun" (Justine, p. 73)* 

A second aspect of "search" expressed in the 
search for the lost child has the same futility attached 
to it. One sees Justine hysterically searching the 
brothels of the child prostitutes, Narouz searching 
for the child through the Magzub, and Nessim fearing 
to end the search although he knows the child is dead. 
Ironically, through both of these searches, for the 
Check and for the lost child, Justine knows in the 
beginning what the end will reveal.
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There is something of futility also in the search 
for the Hermetic Gnosis in the meetings of the Cabal 
when one realizes that the Cabal was used as a front

for planning activities in the movement of arms between 
Egypt and Israel.

Finally, even in the search of characters for
psychic wholeness there is something of futility.
In Durrell's presentation of man in space-time the
idea of "becoming”, "being made" and his reliance on
the Soma as the second center of gravity of Alexandria
further confirms man’s doubt of ever arriving at a
point in existence when he will be whole psychically.
Since Durrell uses Soma in the Plotinian sense, such
an understanding of an unending search is valid because
as Jung says of Plotinus's idea of Soma, "it is an

q’unending all of life' and wholly energy."-^ Both the 
sense of incompleteness and the sense of constant 
movement, becoming, or being repeatedly fulfilled are 
present in the Isis-Osiris myth. Isis never did find 
the phallus of Osiris so her search was never really 
fulfilled. Also, Horus, the son of Osiris was conceived 
after the Body of Osiris had been dismembered and as a 
result his conception was achieved through the resur
rected Osiris, through the energy of the sun.

^Jung, p. 148.
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Horus, son of Osiris, appears on Egypt's earliest 
known work of art, the Narmer palette. On the same 
palette is the cow-goddess Hathor recognized by Egypt
ians as Isis. The meaning and significance of the 
Narmer palette are explained by Joseph Campbell:

Egyptian art in the period of the Narmer palette 
reveals suddenly— and, as far as we know with
out precedent--not only an elegance of style 
and manner of carving stone but also a firmly 
formulated mythology that are characteris
tically and unquestionable its own. . . .
On both sides of the Narmer palette there 
appear two heavily horned heads of the cow 
goddess Hathor in the top panels, presiding 

x at the corners: four such heads in all.
Pour is the number of the quarters of the 
sky, and the goddess, thus pictured four times, 
was to be conceived bounding the horizon.
She was known as Hathor of the Horizon. She 
was the cow— not the domestic cow, however, 
as in the cult of Ninhursag, the Sumerian 
dairy goddess, but the wild cow living in the 
marshes. . . . Hathor stood upon the earth 
in such a way that her four legs were the 
pillars of the four quarters. Her belly was 
the firmament. Moreover, the sun, the golden 
solar falcon, the god Horus, flying east to 
west, entered her mouth each evening, to be 
b o m  again the next dawn. Horus, thus, was 
the "bull of his mother," his own father.
And the cosmic goddess whose name hat-hor, 
means "house of Horus" was both the consort 
and the mother of this self-begetting god, who 
in one aspect was a bird of prey. In the 
aspect of father, the mighty bull, this god 
was Osiris and identified with the dead father 
of the living pharaoh; but in the aspect of 
the falcon, Horus, he was the living pharaoh 
now enthroned. Substantially, however, these 
two, the living pharaoh and the dead Horus 
and Osiris, were the same. 10

10i Campbell, p. 53
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The work of art on the Narmer palette presents an 
artistic representation of the Isis-Osiris myth re
created in time at the site of the coronation of a 
line of kings devoted to the solar-falcon, Horus*
Isis, represented on the palette by the goddess Hathor 
retains the idea of searching over the earth by the 
use of the four heads and the placement of the body as 
reaching to the four corners of the earth. The goddess 
also attains cosmic proportions by bounding the hori
zon, her belly the firmament. The idea of light is 
also retained in the sun, the golden solar falcon, 
the god, Horus's flying east to west and entering the 
mouth of the goddess to be born again each dawn.
Thus the artist on the Narmer palette many centuries 
later recreated the Egyptian creation myth, retaining 
the Egyptian symbolism of light and expressing in 
art the search of the goddess Isis for inner light or 
illumination by the symbolic use of the solar falcon.

The same work of art bears on each side of the 
palette the representation of a pharaoh and was found 
at the site of the coronation of a line of kings.
The tomb chamber found at the same place was ornamented 
with scenes of hunting, boating, and combat. Such 
scenes are indicative of the civilization of the
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period— the harpoon kingdom, the conquering of the
various parts of Egypt, and the unification of Egypt
into one nation. The pharaoh of the Narmer palette
is not only the pharaoh who united the two lands of
Egypt; he is a recreation of the Pharaoh who existed
before time began to be. Campbell says:

The pharaoh on the Narmer palette, there
fore, though executing a historical act in 
time, at a certain date, and in sapee, in 
the land of Egypt, is depicted not as a 
merely successful warrior king, but as the 
manifestation in history of an eternal form.
This form is to be known as the "truth" or 
"right order" (maat), and it supports the 

N king while being realized in his deed.
Truth, maat, right order, is the prin

ciple mythologically personified as the cow- 
goddess Hathor. She is an eternally present, 
world-supporting principle: at once the 
frame of the world and a maternal force oper
ating within it, bringing forth the realized 
god while at the same time fructified in her 
productivity by his act. That is why it is 
said that the god is the buUof his mother.
And that is why the mythologized historical 
event of the Narmer palette is framed by the 
four visages of the goddess Hathor.11
If "truth, maat, right order," is the principle 

mythologically portrayed in the art of the Narmer 
palette by the four visages of the goddess Hathor, I 
recognize the same truth portrayed by the four-dimen
sional view of character in the Quartet. As Justine 
stands before the multiple mirrors in the dressmaker's

11 Campbell, p. 54-
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shop she says, "Look! five different pictures of the 
same subject. Now if I wrote I would try for a multi
dimensional effect in character, a sort of prism- 
sightedness. Why should people not show more than one 
profile at a time” (Justine, p. 18). People do show 
more than one profile at a time, depending upon their 
place as coordinates and their relationship to each 
other in space-time. They show more than one face also 
according to the amount of change in the viewer and 
the viewed. Thus in the Quartet the reader is presented 
with a many-sided view of the characters.

Burrell uses cyclic time rather than chronological 
time and in so doing creates a timelessness that allows 
one to move not only among the facts on the conscious 
level but beneath and beyond the facts. He passes, 
as he says, the axis of time through space, a space 
morphologically formed by the effects of the culture 
of this people in this space during the aeons of time 
that preceded this moment of time. In some cases this 
produces a face of the person never seen before by the 
viewer. I will give two examples of the many in which 
the image of the person is completely reversed.
Barley gets his first view of the true Pursewarden 
when he reads Pursewarden’s letters given him by Lisa.
It is a completely different view of the man:
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In this strange and frightening experience I 
caught a glimpse for a moment, of the true 
Pursewarden— the man who had always eluded me.
I thought with shame of the shabby passages
in the Justine manuscript which I had devoted
to him— to my image of him! I had, out of
envy or unconscious jealousy, invented a
Pursewarden to criticise. In everything I
had written there I had accused him only of
my own weaknesses— even down to completely
erroneous estimates of qualities like social
inferiorities which were mine, had never been
his. . . .  He had been quite right. Blind
as a mole, I had been digging about in the
graveyard of relative fact piling up data,
more information, and completely missing the
mythopoeic reference which underlies fact (Clea, p. 167).

The reversed image of Justine is presented to Darley
by Pursewarden:

To see is to imagine! And what, Brother Ass, 
could be a better illustration than your man
ner of seeing Justine, fitfully lit up in 
the electric signs of the imagination? It 
is not the same woman evidently who set about 
besieging me and who was finally driven off 
by my sardonic laughter. What you saw as soft 
and appealing in her seemed to me a specially 
calculated hardness, not which she invented, 
but which you evoked in her. All that 
throaty chatter, the compulsion to exteriorize 
hysteria, reminded me of a feverish patient 
plucking a sheet! The violent necessity to 
incriminate life, to explain her soul states, 
reminded me of a mendicant soliciting pity 
by a nice exhibition of sores (Clea, p. 135).

Darley says of Justine:
I suppose that in all this Justine had sur
rendered to me only one of the many selves 
she possessed and inhabited— to this timid 
and scholarly lover with chalk on his sleeve (Balthazar, p. 121)!
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In applying the Isis-Osiris myth as a search for light 
I will use the face of Justine that she presented to 
both Barley and Arnauti.

Justine seems to desire in all her relations to 
pass beyond the physical or to so completely surround 
the physical that she so encompasses the person in her 
mind before physical possession that she has actually 
exhausted every aspect of knowing. Of Justine,
Darley says:

This is a peculiar type of love for I do not 
feel that I possess her— nor indeed would 

\ wish to do so. It is as if we joined each 
other only in self possession, became part
ners in a common stage of growth. In fact, 
we outrage love, for we have proved the 
bonds of friendship stronger. These notes, 
however, may be read, are intended only as a 
painstaking affectionate commentary on a 
world into which I have been born to share 
my most solitary moments— those of coitus—  
with Justine. I can get no nearer truth 
(Justine, p. 193).
With Justine all human responses seem to begin 

in the mind, are expressed by the tongue, then finally 
purge themselves through the heart. The heart is the 
last thing to function and its expression through sex 
is done with compulsion rather than desire. Jus
tine's responses are similar to the responses of the 
gods of the Egyptians cited earlier in this paper:
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The organs of the human body are associated 
with creative conception; the tongue with 
creative realization. And these functions 
are cosmologized. In the way of a micro- 
macrocosmic correspondence, they are con
ceived to be man's portion of universally operative powers.12

Having somewhat of an aspect of the cosmic, Justine
is denied the power to unite on the conscious level.
In speaking of the multiple meanings of "woman"
Robert L. Scranton makes a statement that explains this
tension between the psychological and the physical;

The tension resulting from multiple meanings 
of "woman" is a quality of myth, but this 

N much may of course be felt in personal ex
perience in natural drives heightened by 
psychological complications— the stuff of 
which psychological novels are composed.
In less introspective use, however, this 
particular symbol may be fully mythic, even 
more powerful, by the fact that the tension 
we actually feel is felt also to be cosmic 
in scope: the sense that the "human" forces 
which drive us are in fact the same as those 
which raise the tides and create the bloom 
of spring only to overwhelm it with the storms 
of winter. The concept of "mind" and "Eros" 
as applied to cosmic order by the pre-Socratics 
were not simply poetic; they imply an attitude 
that the basic forces controlling the physical 
universe were of an order having some quality 
with those of human life.13

12Campbell, p. 84.
^Robert L. Scranton, "Myth in Myth," Truth,

Mvth, and Symbol, ed. Thomas J. J. Altizer (New Jersey, 
T%2), p. 80.
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When Arnauti writes in his book Moeurs of his love
for his wife Claudia (Justine) he says:

Our love was like a syllogism to which the 
true premises were missing: I mean a sort 
of mental possession which trapped us both 
and set us to drift upon the shallow tepid 
waters of Mareotis like spawning frogs, a 
prey to instincts based on lassitude and 
heat (Justine, p. 60).

Speaking of Justine's feeling for Arnauti before their
first act of love, Arnauti says that she had already
moved from desire to revulsion. "She had, it seemed,
already exhausted me in her own imagination"
(Justine, p. 65). A similar expression of this strange
psychological preoccupation is expressed in the words
of Justine as Darley reads them from her diary:

'Idle' she writes 'to imagine falling in 
love as a correspondence of minds, of 
thoughts; it is a simultaneous firing of two 
spirits engaged in the autonomous act of 
growing up. And the sensation is of something 
having noiselessly exploded inside each of 
them. Around this event, dazed and preoccupied, 
the lover moves examining his or her own 
experience; her gratitude alone, stretching 
away towards a mistaken donor, creates the 
illusion that she communicates with her fel
low, but this is false. The loved object is 
simply one that has shared an experience at 
the same moment of time, narcissistically; 
and the desire to be near the beloved object 
is at first not due to the idea of possessing 
it, but simply to let the two experiences 
compare themselves, like reflections in dif
ferent mirrors. All this may precede the 
first declarations which mark the turning 
point— for from here love degenerates into habit, possession, and back to loneliness'
(Justine, p. 42).
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In both of these instances, Justine's acts of possession 
with Arnauti and with Darley, one can follow a psycho- 
logical preoccupation before the act of union, an act 
which normally would lead to the act of creation. 
However, in Justine's character this complete psycho
logical sorting, examining, dissecting, and ruminating 
forces the first declaration of love to take the form, 
not of possession and oneness, but rather the casting 
off of an utterance after the two images have been 
completely explored; so for Justine, there can be no 
real love on the conscious level. Justine must go 
beyond this level if she is ever to be really ful
filled herself and possessed by another. The integrat
ing spark, the lost premise of the syllogism, must be 
inserted if the process of creation is ever to be 
achieved. If the integrating spark is time, then it 
would follow that the possession of this spark would 
move the fulfillment of the act of union for Justine 
beyond the conscious, which is relative^ to the uncon
scious, the primeval, the absolute. Justine lives 
in a tension between love as personified in the 
heavenly Aphrodite and love as personified in an 
earthly Aphrodite. This tension she refers to as the 
limbo of the body. Sade calls the limbo of the body
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the passions. Justine refers to this limbo in quoting 
Balthazar:

'Balthazar says that the natural traitors—  
like you and I are really Caballi. He says 
we are dead and live this life as a sort of 
limbo. Yet the living can't do without us.
We infect them with a desire to experience 
more, to grow' (Justine, p. 81).
The thing that seemed to attract others to Justine 

was her interest beyond the things of reality on the 
conscious level and her power over those who inter
acting with her on the conscious level were almost 
compelled by a force that was greater than their 
powers of resistance. Darley says of this:

The compliance she extorted from us all was 
the astonishing thing about her. It was as if 
men knew at once that they were in the pres
ence of someone who could not be judged ac
cording to the standards they had hitherto 
employed in thinking about women (Justine, p. 71).

Clea expresses the same identification with Justine
with a world beyond the world we know on the conscious
level:

She simply and magnificently i.s; we have to 
put up with her, like original sin. But to 
call her nymphomaniac or to try and Freud- 
ianise her, my dear, takes away all her 
mythical substance— the only thing she 
really is. Like all amoral people she verges 
on the goddess. If our world were a world 
there would be temples to accomodate her 
where she would find the peace she was 
seeking (Justine, p. 68).
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That Justine conveyed the feeling of her search beyond
the conscious and her living in a world between the
relative and the absolute, is expressed by Darley after
his first possession of Justine:

It was as if the whole city had crashed about 
my ears; I walked about in it aimlessly as 
survivors must walk about the streets of their 
native city after an earthquake, amazed to find 
how much that had been familiar had changed.
I felt in some curious way deafened and 
remember nothing more except that much later 
I ran into Pursewarden and Pombal in a bar, 
and that the former recited some lines from 
the old poet's famous "The City" which 
struck me with a new force— as if the poetry 
had been newly minted: though I knew them 

\ well (Justine, p. 83).
Through his possession of Justine, Parley had entered 
the limbo in which Justine moved. He was an initiate, 
a true Caballi» "We are dead and live this life as a 
sort of limbo" (p. 81). Parley had moved into the 
wasteland, had become a true inhabitant of the city 
who could not be revived until be could find the 
Soma. Neither Justine nor Parley had found the ful
crum of themselves, so the act of love merely 
allowed them to live simultaneously in the same 
wasteland.
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The City
You said, "I will go to another land, I will 

go to another sea.
Another oity will be found, a better one than this.
Every effort of mine is a condemnation of fate;
and my heart is— like a corpse— buried.
How long will my mind remain in this wasteland.
Wherever I turn my eyes, wherever I may look
I see black ruins of my life here,
Where I spent so many years destroying and wasting.
You will find no new lands, you will find no other 

seas.The city will follow you. You will roam the 
same streets.

And you will age in the same neighborhoods;
and you will grow gray in these same houses.
Always you will arrive in this city. Do not hope 

for any other—
There is no ship for you, there is no raod.
As you have destroyed your life here
In this little corner, you have ruined it in the 

entire world.H

^Constantine Cavafy, The Complete Poems of Cavafy 
(Hew York, 1961), p. 27.



CHAPTER I I

ARCHETYPAL EXPRESSION OF 
THE INTEGRATED MAN

The characters of the Quartet viewed scene by-
scene are wanderers in a wasteland, arid, searching,
fumbling, drifting; and represent the picture of
modern man which Durrell poses as the world of Sade:

In a sense he is the most typical figure of 
our century, with his ignorance and cruelty.
I regard him as both a hero and a pygmy.
Freud has rightly framed him in his gallery 
of infantile subjects— he is infantile, the very 

x apotheosis of our infantile unconscious.
But he had the courage to try and conquer his 
despair by going the whole hog, giving way 
to it. If he is a pygmy it is because the 
experiment didn't succeed, didn't break 
through to those spiritual responsibilities 
which he unconsciously craved. It was rotten 
luck really. He couldn't find the key, and 
convert his energy into laughter or rapture.
He is the champion whiner of all time; yes, 
infantile as modern man is: cruel, hys
terical, stupid, and self-destructive— just 
like us all. He is our spiritual malady per
sonified. And then how wonderfully the 
barren world of Sade symbolizes the limbo 
of the passions in which we live so rest
lessly; we are afraid even to risk damnation 
by trying his vertiginous way through aboriginal sin.1

The world of the Quartet taken only on the conscious 
level is a world of trickery, mirrors, sliding panels, 
changing partners, mystery and magic. It is a world

Lawrence Durrell, "The Kneller Tape (Hamburg)" 
The World of Lawrence Durrell, ed. Harry T. Moore 
(Carbondale, 1962), pp~ 1¿5-166.
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of concealed motives, intrigue, idle searching and
half truths. Yet it poses an extremely important
question. On the conscious level is there such a thing
as a whole truth? Durrell's answer is negative—
or rather, relative. Speaking through Balthazar who
comments on DaCapo's seeming death he says:

Pact is unstable by its very nature. Narouz 
said to me that he loved the desert because 
’there the wind blew out one’s footsteps 
like candle-flames.’ So it seems to me does 
reality. How then can we hunt for truth 
(Balthazar, p . 94)?

To hunt for truth one must go "whole hog" in the search,
\

as Sade did in despair. In the case of Narouz,for 
instance, his love of the desert because "there the 
wind blew out one’s footsteps," presented only one 
side of his love for the desert. Narouz was a new 
Narouz because in the desert he conversed with Taor.
One begins to see that the fanatical and cruel Narouz, 
slowly cutting the ear of a servant or slicing bats 
with his whip could become a Narouz who posed a threat 
to the Hosnani conspiracy because he was now the 
Narous "whose mind had become distended by dreams whose 
religious poetry conferred upon their Egypt a new, an 
ideal future" (Mountolive, p. 208). Narouz through his 
contact with Taor in the desert had reached a level 
of awareness that gave man in Egypt roots and prevented
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the movement of men as figures in a chess game. This
new and ideal Egypt Narouz described in depth:

We must seek to embody the frame of the 
eternal in nature here upon earth, in our 
hearts, in this very Egypt of ours. . . .
We must wrestle here on earth against the 
secular injustice, and in our hearts 
against the injustice of a divinity which 
respects only man's struggle to possess his 
own soul. . . .  To rule is to be ruled; 
but ruler and ruled must have a divine con
sciousness of their role, of their inheri
tance in the Divine. The Mud of Egypt rises 
to choke our lungs, the lungs with which we 
cry to living God (Mountolive t p. 208).

Nessim recognizes this new level of the man as a power 
to be coped with— a power lacking relativity because 
it moves beyond the conscious level and tends to inte
grate the whole man:

He had a sudden picture of that contorted face, 
the little gasping voice in which Narouz had, 
that first day of his possession, invoked the 
divine spirit to visit him with a declared 
truth. "Meded! Meded! He shuddered. And 
then it slowly came upon him that in a para
doxical sort of way Narouz was right in his 
desire to inflame the sleeping will— for he 
saw the world, not so much as a political 
chessboard but as a pulse beating within a 
greater will which only the poetry of the 
psalms could invoke and body forth. To 
awaken not merely the impulses of the fore
brain with its limited formulations, but the 
sleeping beauty underneath— the poetic con
sciousness which lay coiled like a spring, 
in the heart of everyone. This thought 
frightened him not a little; for he suddenly 
saw his brother mgith be a religious leader, 
but for the prevailing circumstances of time 
and place— these, at least, Nessim could 
judge« He was a prodigy of nature but his
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powers were to be deployed in a barren field 
which could never nourish them, which indeed 
would stifle them forever (Mountolive, p. 208).

The prodigies of time and place of which Nessim speaks
refers to the fact that the Copts in relation to the
corrupt political regime of the Egyptians were a minority.
Nessim's understanding of the Copt’s finding a place
in the sun was a purely material understanding, a
shipment of arms, a movement of men on a chessboard.
Prom the other end of the continuum one sees Nessim
and Justine in control of the Egyptian Pasha because
the prodigies of time and place have changed, express-

\

ing the relativity of reality on the conscious level.
Through the Pasha's "point faible" Nessim and Justine
have succeeded in changing the course of the Pasha's
movement on the chessboard. They have won another
king. Clea relates a conversation with Justine:

I have found his point faible. He is 
hungry for society. He wants to move in 

• social circles in Alexandria and meet a lot of white women! But what is the ob
ject? I said in bewilderment. Here all 
at once she became serious, though her 
eyes sparkled with clever malevolence.
"We have started something, Nessim and I.
We have made a break trhough at last. Clea,
I am so happy, I could cry. It is some
thing much bigger this time, international.
We will have to go to Switzerland next year, 
probably for good. Nessim's luck has sud
denly changed. I can't tell you any 
details" (Clea, p. 274).
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In the above passage Justine gives the key to her lack 
of fulfillment. It is not the Check which she and 
Arnauti travelled over the face of Europe to erase.
By the end of the continuum the reader knows that 
Justine knew the answer to the Check and had indeed 
approached DaCapo to ask him to erase it. Nor was it 
the search for the lost child which prevented her ful
fillment, a search which Pursewarden so aptly analyzes:

The mixture of conflicting emotions was so inter
esting that I jotted them down in my notebook 
between a poem and a recipe for angel bread 
which I got from El Kalef. Tabulated thus:1. Relief at end of search.

2. Despair at end of search; no further motive force in life.
3. Horror at death.
4. Relief at death. What future possible for it?
5. Intense shame (don't understand this).
6. Sudden desire to continue search use

lessly rather than admit truth.
7. Preferred to continue to feed on false 

hopes! A bewildering collection of 
fragments to leave among the analects 
of a moribound poet! But here was the 
point I was trying to make. She said:
"Of course neither Nessim nor Parley 
noticed anything. Men are so stupid, 
they never do. I would have been able 
to forget it even perhaps, and dream 
that I had never really discovered it, 
but for Mnemjian, who wanted the re
ward, and was so convinced of the 
truth of his case that he made a great 
row. There was some talk of an autopsy 
by Balthazar. I was foolish enough to 
go to his clinic and offer to bribe 
him to say it was not my child. He was 
pretty astonished. I wanted him to deny 
a truth which I so perfectly knew to be 
true, so that I. should not have to change my outlook lClea, p. 136).
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I recognize in the above passage a similarity be
tween the search discussed in Chapter One, the Isis- 
Osiris myth, and Justine's reluctance to end the search. 
In the Isis-Osiris myth Isis while living in the home 
of Astarte placed Astarte's child in the fire every 
night so that the child would lose its human qualities 
and take on the radiance of the fire of immortality.
Just as Darley wished to rework his friends through art 
so that they could live again to the point where pain 
became art, so too Justine was reluctant to give up 
theN search for the child or for release from the Check. 
She had so conceived them in her mind that they were 
committed to another sphere. She would rework them 
until she possessed them in this sphere. Justine in 
this sense like Isis would pursue her search regard
less of its effect on others. In the myth when Isis 
discovers that the main pillar of Astarte's house 
contains the body of Osiris, she demands that the pil
lar be removed to allow her access to Osiris. Astarte 
willingly complies. Justine likewise when she sees 
that possession of Darley will bring her closer to 
Nessim demands her possession while Melissa, referred 
to many times in the Quartet with the symbol of "star" 
willingly complies.
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Melissa's dressing table and the pillar of Astarte's 
home in the myth get the same treatment:

"For nothing can justify it, nothing. And 
yet it has got to be like this." And get
ting out of bed she walked over to the 
dressing-table with its row of photos and 
powder-boxes and with a single blow like 
that of a leopard's paw swept it clean.
"That," she said, "is what I am doing to 
Nessim and you to Melissa (Justine, pp. 80, 81)!"

Justine in turn lives in two parts of her being, one
conscious, the other unconscious. Somehow, she never
is able to integrate the two. She stands perpetually
in the position in which Darley first sees her in the

\

lobby of the Cecil Hotel pausing between the entrance 
of the ballroom flooded with light and the deep alcove 
under the palms where a chess game is in progress.
"She stands there between the deaf players and the world 
of music for a long time, as if uncertain into which 
to plunge" (Justine, p. 11).

Balthazar seems to understand this lack of inte
gration, pointing out that there are whole areas of 
darkness into which we can plunge ourselves and 
occasionally do as if we had been struck by a brick 
from another region. In discussing DaCapo's dealing 
in Black Magic he says:

"To tell the truth," said Balthazar more 
soberly, "when one casts around the fields 
of so-called knowledge which we have par
tially opened up one is conscious that
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there may well be whole areas of darkness 
which may belong to the Paraccelsian 
regions— the submerged part of the iceberg 
of knowledge. No, dammit, I must admit that 
you are right. We get too certain of our
selves travelling backwards and forwards 
along the tramlines of empirical fact.
Occasionally one gets hit softly on the head 
by a stray brick which has been launched 
from some other region (Clea, p. 197).

One such moment where a stray brick was launched from
some other region is related by Pursewarden, when in the
brothel of the child prostitutes Justine takes the role
of the storyteller and seems to be relating a story
from another region or from another part of her being:

\ MAh, listen to me, all ye true believers, 
and I will unfold to you the story of Una 
and Aziz, of their great many-petalled love, 
and of the mishaps which befell them from 
the doing of Abu Ali Saraq el-Maza.M . . .It was a wild sort of poetry for the place 
and the time—  . . . The epic contours, 
that is what her story had! I was envious.
How rich these beggar children were. And I 
was envious too of her audience. Talk of 
suspended judgement! They sank into the 
imagery of her story like plummets. One saw, 
creeping out like mice, their true souls—  
creeping out upon those painted masks in little 
expressions of wonder, suspense and joy. In 
that yellow gloaming they were expressions 
of a terrible truth. . . . The poetry had 
stripped them to the bone and left only their 
natural selves to flower thus in expressions 
faithfully portraying their tiny stunted 
spirits (Clea . rx>* 140-141)!

Another such reaction to a realm deeper than the
relative conscious world is related by Liza Pursewarden,
whose whole life had been lived in this realm beneath
relative fact until her brother began to live the
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life of the ego, a fragmented part of the whole psyche,
and in so doing abandoned the world of poetry and myth.
Liza tells of Pursewarden's entering the world of
fact, of consciousness where guilt was part of an
ethic imposed upon man by a society which lived with
the other half of its being:

Later, when he started looking for justifica
tions for our love instead of just simply 
being proud of it, he read me a quotation 
from a book. 'In the African burial rites 
it is the sister who brings the dead king 
back to life. In Egypt as well as Peru 
the king, who was considered as God, took 
his sister to wife. But the motive was 
ritual and not sexual, for they symbolized 
the moon and the sun in their conjunction.
The king marries his sister because he, as 
God the star, wandering on earth, is immor
tal and may therefore not propagate him
self in the children of a strange woman, 
any more than he is allowed to die a natural 
death.' That is why he was pleased to come 
here to Egypt because he felt, he said, an 
interior poetic link with Osiris and Isis, 
with Ptolemy and Arisnoe— the race of the 
sun and the moon. . . .  No it would not be 
possible to make it all comprehensible to 
those who were not of our race. But when 
the guilt entered the old poetic life 
began to lose its magic— not for me: but 
for him (Plea, p. 132).
Liza is rooted in only one part of her being—  

the world of imagination, the mythopoeic reference 
beneath fact. She is the blind muse of Pursewarden's 
poetry:

This caged reflection gives her nothing back 
That women drink like thirsty stags from 
mirrors (Clea, p. 180).
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Pursewarden and Justine live in both parts of their 
being but are unable to integrate the two. Liza, 
Pursewarden's link with the mythopceic world, denies 
him the integration necessary to adjust. When the 
"dark stranger,” Mountolive, appeared, Pursewarden 
removed himself from the scene to allow Liza the oppor
tunity to adjust to her new world. The eyes which 
Mountolive would supply would be the eyes of the legal
istic, ethioal world whose gift to Pursewarden had 
been guilt. Likewise, Pursewarden because he lived 
in both worlds could recognize in Justine the lack of 
integration which in time made her the exemplar of the 
Sadian world of Alexandria, the "sad thirtieth child 
of Valentinus who fell, 'not like Lucifer by rebelling 
against God, but by desiring too ardently to be united 
with him'” (Justine. p. 32).

Lurrell says of Sade, "He didn't break through to
those spiritual responsibilities which he constantly 

2craved." Some of Lurrell's characters never move to 
the point where they break through to those spiritual 
responsibilities either. Some never move beyond the 
mirror stage— mirror symbolizing the waters of the 
unconscious. Some gaze deeply into the mirror of the 
waters, but like the dead soldiers at the bottom of

Moore, p. 166.2
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Lake Mareotis remain in the position of perpetual 
debate— figures on a chessboard. Others rise from the 
waters newly born. When Lurrell speaks of man in 
space—time he includes total man— conscious and uncon
scious integrated. Those who lack this integration 
have like Sade failed to find the key that would 
convert his psychic energy into laughter or rapture* 
Burrell's consideration of man then is a consideration 
of man's totality or wholeness. Marshall McLuhan in 
Understanding Media: the Extensions of Man speaks of 
this search for wholeness as characteristic of this 
generation:

The aspiration of our time for wholeness, 
empathy and depth of awareness is a natural 
adjunct of electric technology. The age of 
mechanical industry that preceded us found vehement assertion of private outlook the 
natural mode of expression. Every culture 
and every age has its favorite model of 
perception and knowledge that it is inclined 
to prescribe for everybody and everything.
The mark of our time is its revulsion 
against imposed patterns. We are suddenly 
eager to have things and people declare 
their beings totally. There is a deep faith 
to be found in this new attitude— a faith 
that concerns the ultimate harmony of all be ing.3
The ultimate harmony of all being precludes a 

consideration of man in his wholeness— man in space-time.
3Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: the 

Extensions of Man (New York, 1964), p. 21.
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In the Quartet Durrell presents man in the process of 
creation. Darley's creation as an artist is central 
to the novel because Man must first "be" before he can 
express his being in love, which Durrell claims as the 
central theme of the novel. "The central topic of the 
book is an investigation of modern love" (Note to 
Balthazar).

In the Quartet Darley moves through many modes
of his own being. When the reader first meets him,
he has separated himself from the city and has tried to
orient himself by considering his friends and the city
from a distance. He says of himself:

As for me I am neither happy nor unhappy;
I lie suspended like a hair or a feather in 
the cloudy mixtures of memory. I spoke of 
the uselessness of art but added nothing of 
its consolation. The solace of such work 
as I do with brain and heart lies in this—  
that only there in the silences of the 
painter or the writer can reality be reor
dered, reworked and made to show its signi
ficant side. Our common actions in reality 
are simply the sack cloth covering which 
hides the cloth-of-gold— the meaning of the 
pattern. For us artists there waits the 
joyous compromise through art with all that 
wounded- or defeated us in daily life; in 
this way, not to evade destiny, as the 
ordinary people try to do, but to fulfil it 
is its true potential— the imagination. . . .
We have all taken different paths now; but 
in this, the first great fragmentation of 
of my maturity I feel the confines of my 
art and my living deepened immeasurably by 
the memory of them. . . .  I want to live 
again to the point where pain becomes 
art (Justine, pp. 7-8).
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This separation from one's environment to consider and 
reflect is, according to Carl Jung, the first real step 
toward orientation of being— the gazing into the waters 
of the unconscious. That Durrell intends this separa
tion to be a moving toward the unconscious that, 
might be integrated with the conscious seems quite 
evident from his use of the symbolism of water, which 
in Jungian psychology symbolizes the unconscious.
The Quartet opens with "The sea is high again today"
(Justine, p. 3). Darley, the narrator goes on to say,
"In the great quietness of these winter evenings there 
is one clock: the sea. Its dim momentum in the mind 
is a fugue upon which this writing is made" (Justine. p. 6). 
Also significant symbolically is this plumbing of the 
depths in the act of taking possession» signified by

v

the burying of the rings Cohen bought for Melissa
and in the laying of the hearth stone:

Today the child and I finished the hearth
stone of the house together, quietly talking 
as we worked. I talk to her as I would to 
myself if I were alone; she answers in an 
heroic language of her own invention. We 
buried the rings Cohen bought for Melissa 
in the ground under the hearth-stone, 
according to the custom of this island. This will insure good luck to the inmates of 
the house.(Justine. p. 8).
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Such a custom or rite connected with the laying of 
stones symbolizes the act of taking possession, or 
creation of this space. This may signify movement 
from chaos to cosmos. It may signify man's undertak
ing the creation of the world that he has chosen to 
inhabit.^ In explaining the mythical aspect of the 
laying of stones, Mircea Eliade gives the rationale 
behind this ceremony as pegging the head of the serpent 
who supports the world. When man claims this space 
which will be his home, he lays the cornerstone or 
hearth stone over the head of the snake, the center 
of the world. "But the act of foundation at the same 
time repeats the cosmogenic act, for to 'secure' the 
snake's head, to drive the peg into it, is to imitate 
the primordial gesture of Soma. . . . The serpent

5symbolizes chaos, the formless and nonmanifested." 
Barley's following of local custom in the laying of 
the stone coincides with his own attempt to begin to 
create order out of chaos in his own life. He is 
beginning to take possession of the space of his own 
life. In recording his past life, Barley is taking

^Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane 
(New York, 1957), p. 51.

^Mircea Eliade, The Myth of the Eternal Return 
(New York, 1954), p. 19.
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a deep look at it, a necessary part of integrating the 
conscious with the unconscious. Again the symbol of 
water is used:

I simply make these few notes to record a 
block of my life which has fallen into the 
sea« Melissa! Melissa! I am thinking back to the time when for the four of us the 
known world hardly existed; days became sim
ply the spaces between dreams, spaces 
between the shifting floors of time (Justine, p. 9).

The time which he is recording is the time spent in
the wasteland of Alexandria where he lived in the
limbo of the body, the passions, the time spent with
Justine. Darley speaks of living on the level of the
ego before he met Justine:

At the time when I met Justine I was almost 
a happy man. A floor had suddenly opened 
upon an intimacy with Melissa— an intimacy 
not the less marvelous for being unexpected 
and totally undeserved. Like all egoists I 
cannot bear to live alone. . . . Melissa 
had penetrated my shabby defences not by 
any of the qualities one might enumerate 
in a lover— charm, exceptional beauty, intel
ligence— no, but by the force of what I can 
call her charity, in the Greek sense of the word (Justine. p. 8).

Again speaking of the time before he met Justine,
Darley records an early morning scene of the blind
muezzin reciting the Ebed:

The great prayer wound its way into my 
sleepy consciousness like a serpent, coil 
after shining coil of words— the voice of 
the muezzin sinking from register to 
register of gravity— until the whole morn-
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ing seemed dense with its marvelous healing
powers, the intimations of grace undeserved
and unexpected, impregnating that shabby
room where Melissa lay, breathing lightly
as a gull, rocked upon the oceanic splendours
of a language she would never know (Justine, pp. 16-17).

Barley, then, before he met Justine, was at the brink of
integrating his personality. Melissa's Greek charity
had penetrated his defences« He understood the oceanic
splendours of a language Melissa did not but which
at the same time allowed her to breathe as lightly as
a gull, rocked on its splendours because she had
retained a certain naturalness. Justine, on the con-

\

trary, through her power over Barley built up his 
defences. Hearing her speak the lines of the Greek 
poet, Barley says:

I felt once more the strange equivocal 
power of the city— its flat alluvial landscape and exhausted airs— and knew her 
for a true child of Alexandria; which is 
neither Greek, Syrian nor Egyptian, but a 
hybrid joint (Justine, p. 18).

The part of Barley's life which he is recalling, the
part that has fallen into the sea,is the part in which
he identified with the strange equivocal power of the
city exemplified in Justine. As referred to before in
this paper, when he had finally taken possession of her,
he breathed as through the eye of a needle between
heaven and earth. In recalling this period of his
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life, he draws up from the personal unconscious. In 
reworking it as an artist he fuses the conscious with 
the unconscious.

The first real step in the individuation process 
in Darley is taken when he arrives at the conclusion 
that "the city, half-imagined (yet wholly real), begins 
and ends in usP (Balthazar, p-93). Prior to that 
Barley says:

The city which used us as its flora— preci
pitated in us conflicts which were hers 
and which we mistook for our own: beloved 
Alexandria! . . .  I see at last that none of us is properly to be judged for what 
happened in the past. It is the city which 
should be judged though we, its children, 
must pay the price (Justine. p. 3).

Once Barley has begun to really look at individuals
as individuals and at himself as self, he has arrived
at the point where his process of individuation can
take place. At this point man is able to take an
objective view of his own personality. The second
stage, the shadow, made up of his repressed tendencies,
Jung says, is often represented in dreams by a man
surrounded by a group of women.^ This may be seen in
Barley's state by his movement from Melissa to Justine
to Clea. Jung says that, since man is more polygamously
inclined, his anima, his soul image, will usually
appear in the singular and show the most varied and

^Jolande Jacobi, The Psychology of C. G. Jung 
(New Haven, 1954), p. 1¿5.
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contradictory feminine types united in one image.
Darley expresses this when he says:

It was now only that I began to see how mys
teriously the configuration of my own life 
had taken its shape from the properties of 
those elements which lie outside the rela
tive life— the kingdom which Pursewarden 
calls the "heraldic universe." We were three 
writers, I now saw, confined to a mythical 
city from which we were to draw our nourish
ment, in which we were to confirm our gifts. 
Arnauti, Pursewarden, Darley— like Past,
Present and Future tense! And in my own 
life (the staunchless stream flowing from 
the wounded side of Time) the three women 
who had also arranged themselves as if to 
represent the moods of the great verb,
Love: Melissa, Justine and Clea. And 
realizing this I was suddenly afflicted 
by a great melancholy and despair at 
recognising the completely limited nature 
of my powers, hedged about as they were by 
the limitations of an intelligence too powerful for itself, and lacking in sheer 
word magic, in propulsion, in passion, to 
achieve this other world of artistic 
fulfilment (Clea, p. 168).

After the person has confronted his soul-image, his
anima, the spiritual principle begins to define itself,
the magna-mater in the woman, which represents the
great objective truth of nature or in the man of the
old wise man. These may present themselves in a
variety of forms:

It is necessary to make conscious the whole 
range of possibilities one carries within 
oneself, from the crudest 'primordial 
being* totthe highest most differentiated, 
and most nearly perfect symbol. To this 
end both figures, the Old Wise Man as well
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as the Magna Mater, m a y  appear in an 
infinite variety of shapes. They are well 
known from the world of the primitives and 
from mythology in their good and evil, 
light and dark aspects, being represented 
as magician, prophet, sage, pilot of the 
dead, leader,, or as goddess of fertility,
Sibyl, Isis, Sophia, etc. Prom both fig
ures emanates a mighty fascination that 
inevitably seizes the individual who faces them with a kind of self-exhaltation and 
megalomania unless he understands how, by 
making conscious and differentiating to 
free himself from the danger of identification with the delusive image.7

One can see in these shapes many familiar characters 
of the Quartets DaCapo, the magician, Balthazar the 
Old Wise Man, Justine who fits all three; Sibyl,
"Yet Justine savagely brooding with her brows drawn 
down and her knuckle against her teeth, seemed still 
unmoved, and his heart went out to her, for the dig
nity of her silence (the unmoved Sibyl' s eye) gave him 
the courage to think on, assess the dilemma" 
(EountQlive, p. 195). Isis, in her search for light 
or psychological illumination; Sophia, "the sad thir
tieth child of Valentinas" (Justine, p. 32). Thus the 
total view of one's self depends on one's own recogni
tion of the whole range of possibilities within 
oneself. Ariving at a realization of the "Self" one 
must reconcile the opposites and integrate the four

7Ibid., p. 165.
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functions: thought, intuition, feeling, and sensation. 
Such integration is represented through the symbolism 
of the mandalas. Jacobi in explaining the mandalas 
says:

The peculiar symbolism of the mandalas exhibits 
everywhere the same rules and regularity 
of arrangement: namely, the reference to the 
elements, arranged symmetrically in a cir
cle or square, to a center, by which •whole
ness* is meant to be symbolized« Many of 
them have the form of a flower, cross, or 
wheel, with a manifest inclination to the 
number four. . . . the end is always to 
bring a variety of colors, forms, and 
aspects into a harmonious, organic unity, a 'whole.!®

\Balthazar speaks of this unified whole and of har
monies in space and time in his instructions to the 
Cabal:

He spoke I remember, of the "fons signatus" 
of the psyche and of its ability to per
ceive an inherent order in the universe 
which underlay the apparent formlessness 
and arbitrariness of phenomena. Disci
plines of mind could enable people to 
penetrate behind the veil of reality and 
to discover harmonies in space and time 
which corresponded to the inner structure 
of their own psyches. . . .  We are enlist
ing everything in order to make man's 
wholeness match the wholeness of the uni
verse— even pleasure, the destructive 
granulation of the mind in pleasure (Justine, p. 97).

Again the "cycle of historical dreams" which wells up
from the unconscious of the race is referred to in
regard to Nessim:

8Ibid., p. 181.
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At this time he had already begun to experi
ence that great cycle of historical dreams 
which now replaced the dreams of his child
hood in his mind, and into which the City 
now threw itself— as if at last it had 
found a responsive subject through which to 
express the collective desires, the collect
ive wishes, which informed its culture. He 
would wake to see the towers and minarets 
printed on the exhausted, dust-powdered 
sky, and see as if en montage on them the 
giant footprints of the historical memory 
which lies behind the recollections of 
individual personality, its mentor and guide: 
indeed its inventor, since man is only an 
extension of the spirit of the place (Justine, p. 177).

The last statement, "Man is only an extension of the 
spirit of the place," is a reversible statement and 
ties in with Durrell's claim in the Introductory note 
to Balthazar: "But it would be worth trying an experi
ment to see if we cannot discover a morphological 
form one might appropriately call ’classical' for 
our time." What Burrell proposes to do is study man 
in space-time, that is, to pass the axis of time 
through space. If this is so, man forms the space he 
inhabits, symbolized by the laying of the hearth
stone, "It may signify man's undertaking of the crea
tion of the world he has chosen to inhabit."^ On 
the other hand, the space forms him:

9Supra., P* 45.
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The cultural landscape is fashioned from a 
natural landscape by a culture group. Cul
ture is an agent, the natural area is the 
medium, the cultural landscape is the result. 
Under the influence of a given culture, it
self changing through time, the landscape 
undergoes development, passing through 
phases, and probably reaching ultimately the 
end of its cycle of development."0

This morphology, the extension of man in nature and
nature in man» is expressed again by Durrell in Justine:

As a poet of the historic consciousness I 
suppose I am bound to see landscape as a 
field -dominated by the human wish— tor
tured into farms and hamlets, ploughed 
into cities. A landscape scribbled with 
the signatures of man and epochs. Now, 
however, I am beginning to believe that 
the wish is inherited from the site; that 
man depends on the furniture of the will 
upon his location in place, tenant of 
fruitful acres or a perverted wood. It is 
not the impact of his free will upon nature 
which I see (as I thought) but the irresistible 
growth, through him, of nature's own blind 
unspecified doctrines of variation and 
torment. . . . Perhaps it was the realiza
tion of this which again made me select 
this empty place to live for the next few 
years— this sunburnt headland in the Cyclades. Surrounded by history on all 
sides, this empty island alone is free from 
every reference. It has never been men
tioned in the annals of the race which owns 
it. Its historic past is refunded, not 
into time, but into place-— no temples, 
groves, amphitheatres, to corrupt ideas 
with their false comparisons (Justine, p. 110).

1®Carl Sauer, Land and Life "ed." John Leighly 
(Berkeley, 1963), p. 343.
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That man not only creates his environment but that the 
environment creates him Is expressed by Marshall 
McLuhan when he says, "Environments are not passive 
wrapt)ings but active processes."11 Once Darley had 
returned to the Island after Clea's accident, he com
ments again on man's extension of himself in space- 
time, this time through technology:

Things alter their focus on this little 
island. You called It a metaphor once, I remember, but It Is very much a reality to 
me— though of course vastly changed from 
the little haven I knew before. It Is our 
own invasion which has changed it. You 
could hardly Imagine that ten technicians 
could make such a change. But we have 
imported money, and with it are slowly 
altering the economy of the place, dis
placing labour at inflated prices, creating 
all sorts of new needs of which the lucky 
inhabitants were not conscious before.
Needs which in the last analysis will 
destroy the tightly woven fabric of this 
feudal village with tense blood relation
ships, its feuds and archaic festivals.
Its wholeness will dissolve under these 
alien pressures. It was so tightly woven, 
so beautiful and symmetrical like a 
swallow's nest (Clea. o. 266).

In commenting on his future the same idea is expressed
of man's extension of himself in space-time:

No, the future rolls about inside me with 
every roll of the shin, so to speak, like 
a cargo which has worked loose. Were it not 
to see you again I doubt if I could return 
again to Alexandria. I feel It fade inside

11McLuhan, p. viii
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me in my thoughts, like some valedictory 
mirage— like the sad history of some great 
queen whose fortunes have foundered among 
the ruins of armies and the sands of time!
My mind has been turning more and more 
westward, toward the old inheritance of 
Italy or Prance. Surely there is still 
some worthwhile work to be done among their 
ruins— something which we can cherish, 
perhaps even revive (Clea, p. 269)?

Speaking of the uninhabited part of the island Darley
says:

What a contrast to this verdant highland 
it was to strike that wild and windy 
promontory once more, the acid green seas 
and fretted coastlines of the past«, It 
was indeed another island— I suppose the 

\ past always is. Here for a night and a day I lived the life of an echo, thinking 
much about the past and about us all 
moving in it, the "selective fictions" 
which life shuffles out like a pack of 
cards, mixing and dividing, withdrawing 
and restoring (Clea, p. 270).

Pursewarden reinforces this idea of man's extending
himself in nature and nature extending itself in man
by considering his position in space-time when he
speaks about art:

The sexual and the creative energy go hand 
in hand. They convert into one another—  
the solar sexual and lunar spiritual hold
ing an eternal dialogue. They ride the 
spiral of time together. They embrace the 
whole of the human motive. The truth is 
only to be found in our own entrails— the 
truth of Time (Clea, p. 132).
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The artist he sees as rooted in himself, in nature, and 
also in the people:

The miracle is there, on ice so to speak.
One fine day it will blossom: then the 
artist suddenly grows up and accepts the 
full responsibility for his origins in the 
people, and when simultaneously the people 
recognise his peculair significance and 
value, and greet him as the unborn child 
in themselves, the infant Joy (Clea, p. 131)!

Again in speaking of art Pursewarden comes very close 
to man's expressing himself in space-time in a uni
versal language, the language of symbol.

Try to tell yourself that its fundamental 
object was only to invoke the ultimate 
healing silence— and that the symbolism 
contained in form and pattern is only a 
frame of reference through which, as in 
a mirror, one may glimpse the idea of a universe at rest, a universe in love with 
itself. Then like a babe in arms you will 
"milk the universe at every breath"! We 
must learn to read between the lives.

Liza used to say: "But its very per
fection makes one sure that it will come 
to an end." She was right; but women will 
not accept time and the dictates of the 
death-divining second. They do not see 
that a civilization is simply a great 
metaphor which describes the aspirations of 
the individual soul in collective form— as 
perhaps a novel or a poem might do (Clea, p. 134).

The language of symbol which, as Pursewarden says, 
allows man to glimpse the idea of a universe at rest 
is used to a high degree in the Quartet. Since oppo
sites are not reconciled in the Quartet until the end
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of the continuum the various segments of the mandalas 
are presented and repeated throughout the four books 
of the Quartet but are not integrated until the final
book Clea« Here Clea and Darley come upon the little

%

island which had remained hidden to them although they
had explored the entire area. They find the remnants
of a lost civilization, signified by the sunken Greek
sponge ship, speculate on the identity of the island
as the unidentified island of Timonium where Antony
retired to build himself a cell after he returned
defeated from Actium, and finally realize that this
is the island to which Narouz retired with his harpoon
gun. The island as Darley says was hidden in the
sun's eye, always there just not discovered, "If you
wish to hide something," says the Arabic proverb,
"hide it in the sun's eye" (Clea. p. 216). This
island then is a sample of unreality until man sets
about taking possession of the space and repeating the
cosmogenic act. There is no space-time without man.

1 2"Empty space or empty time are unrealities." Darley 
says,

It is not hard, writing at this remove in 
time, to realize that it had all already 
happened, had been ordained in such a way

1 2 Samuel Alexander, Space, Time, and Deity 
(New York, 1966), p. 49.
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and in no other. This was, so to speak, 
only its »»coming to pass— its stage of 
manifestation. . . . The seeds of future 
events are carried within ourselves. They 
are implicit in us and unfold according to 
the laws of their own natureH(Clea. p. 215)«
At this point in time when Barley and Clea, as

artists, are about to come of age, so to speak, by
becoming totally integrated, that they descend into
the water whose colors and formations resemble the
mandalas symbolizing the integrated psyche:

Its beauty was spell-binding. It was like 
diving into the nave of a cathedral whose 
stained-glass windows filtered the sunlight 

% through a dozen rainbows. The sides of 
the amphitheatre— for it opened gradually 
toward the deep sea— seemed as if carved 
by some heartsick artist of the Romantic 
Age into a dozen half-finished galleries 
lined with statues. Some of these were so 
like real statuary that I thought for a 
moment that I had made an archeological 
find. But these blurred caryatids were 
wave-born, pressed and moulded by the hazard 
of the tides into goddesses and dwarfs and 
clowns. A light marine fucus of brilliant 
yellow and green bearded them--shallow cur
tains of weed which swung lightly in the 
tide, parting and closing, as if to reveal 
their secrets suggestively and then cover 
them again. I pushed my fingers through 
this scalp of dense and slippery foliage to 
press them upon the blind face of a Diana 
or the hooked nose of a mediaeval dwarf.
The floor of this deserted palace was of 
selenite plastic clay, soft to the touch 
and in no way greasy. Terra-cotta baked in 
a dozen hues of mauve and violet and gold. 
Inside close to the island it was notdeep—  
perhaps a fathom and a half— but it fell away steeply where the gallery spread out
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to the sea, and the deeper lining of water 
faded from emerald to apple green and from 
Prussian blue to black suggesting great 
depth (Clea, pp. 218-219).

The amphitheatre shape of the nave of the cathedral
gives suggestion of the circle. The figures that are
central to the circle are the bodies of Clea and
Barley:

A blinding parcel of light struck through 
the ceiling now and down flashed the eloquent 
body of Clea, her exploding coils of hair 
swerved up behind her by the water's con
cussion, her arms spread (Clea, p. 219).

The nude figure of Clea with arms outstretched com-
\

pletely immersed in water of various hues swirling in 
a circular movement around her resembles closely the 
mandalas representing psychic totality and repeated 
in the unconscious of the race. Barley speaks here 
of the water silences which captured and transformed 
everything human in movement. He speaks of himself 
and of Clea as swimming as fish on the fifth day of 
creation. He portrays Clea swimming with the water 
rhythms, travelling like a star across the firmament, 
her hair behind her in a whorl of color (Clea, pp. 220-221).

Significant in the presentation of this scene in 
addition to its likeness of the Mandala symbol is its 
likeness in the position of the body to the Egyptian 
goddess Hathor on the Narmer Palette mentioned in
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Chapter One. Also of significance in this scene is
the followup of Clea's transforming effect on the city
in the consciousness of Darley.

A whole new geography of Alexandria was 
born through Clea, reviving old meanings, 
renewing ambiences half forgotten, laying 
down like a rich wash of colour a hew 
history, a new biography to replace the old one (Clea, p. 221).

There is a certain renewal in the life of the common
place expressed through Darley's relationship with 
Clea. Darley compares this renewal to the rising of
the sun god:

\ So the sun-god must have risen, shaking
himself free from the damp clutch of the
soil, smiling up at the printed blue sky
which spelt travel, release from death,
renewal in the life of common creatures (Clea. p. 222).

However, in the mandala presented above, the body of 
Clea centrally placed with arms outstretched sur
rounded by water of various hues is surrounded by a 
circle composed on one side of a formation in the 
shape of an amphitheatre or half circle and on the 
other by the half circle formed by bodies of the seven 
Greek sailors.

This conclave of silent figures formed a 
small semicircle across the outer doorway 
of the pool. They had been roped in 
sacks and leadweighted at the feet, so 
that now they stood upright like chess pieces of human size (Clea, p. 222).
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This opening is in keeping with the thought of the
Quartet because just after the summer of sun-swimming
at Narouz's island Clea was to undergo that strange
period in which she was constantly bothered by the
sound of a wailing animal. In fact, this strange
interlude in Clea's life seemed to be foretold by
the symbols of the dead sailors. Darley says on that
day just before Clea discovered the dead sailors:

Yes, but the dead are everywhere. They can
not be so simply evaded. One feels them 
pressing their sad blind finders in depri
vation upon the panels of our secret lives 

N asking to be remembered and re-enacted
once more in the life of the flesh— encamp
ing among our heartbeats, invading our 
embraces (Clea, p. 222).

Again, symbolically it would seem, the fated trip to
the island was made on the Mulid of ElScob— -the
pirate. Clea had been relieved from her troubled
period, again the sun was shining and Balthazar the
Old Wise Man was on this trip the boatman. Barley
again portrays Clea in the water:

It was here, spiralling up through the 
water with her hair coiled out behind 
her, that the image of Clea was restored 
once more. Time had rendered her up, 
whole and intact again— »’natural as a 
city's grey-eyed Muse"— to quote the 
Greek poem. Swiftly, precisely the fin
gers pressed upon my shoulder re-evoked 
her as we slid through the silent pool 
(Clea, p. 238).
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Clea seems to be truly integrated with nature in this
underwater scene and in the scene following:

And then: to sit once more in the simple 
sunlight, sipping the red wine of St. Menas 
as she broke up the warm brown loaf of 
French bread, and hunted for a particular 
cheese or a cluster of dates: while Bal
thazar talked discursively (half asleep) 
of the Vineyard of Ammon, the Kings of the 
Harpoon Kingdom and their battles or of 
the Mareotic wine to which, not history, 
but the gossiping Horace once attributed 
Cleopatra's distempers of mind. . • .(History sanctions everything, pardons 
everything— even what we do not pardon 
ourselves) (Clea, p. 238).

The scene which follows seems to pass the axis of time 
through space. Balthazar like the kings of the har
poon kingdom of which he had been speaking sends a 
harpoon like an arrow through the water pinning 
Clea's hand to the wreck which formed the outer cir
cle of the water amphitheatre. As in the mandala the 
figure in the center is attached to the surrounding 
circle. The circle in this case being composed of a 
Greek ship. Thus we have in this one act the early 
Egyptian Harpoon Kingdom attached to the Greek Spong- 
Fisher Kingdom by the hsfcri of Clea, the band of the 
artist— a strange morphology expressing the extensions 
of man upon a place— man in space-time.

Clea brought up from these depths is revived by 
the "pitiful simulacrum of the sexual act— life saving, 
life-giving" (Clea« p. 244). Of this scene Durrell says:
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The scene a you mention, which some critics 
find silly—-the love scenes and the under
water scenes— are really a mime about re
birth on the parable plane. . . . The 
love-act is symbolized by the breathing 
trouble, the break through to poetic'illumi
nation, the stark choice which must be 
accepted. You know what "breath" means in 
its Alexandrian connotation? In the Tris- 
megistic sense I mean? Sex and knowing 
become primal here where I try to symbolize 
the achievement of 'artisthood'— the mysteri
ous secret of which Pursewarden was trying 
to pass on to Darley. Yes, in the Hermetic 
sense it is a matter of life and breath!
In the old days Pursewarden used to say:
'You must become a Knowbody before you can 
become a Sunbody.' As for my 'idealized 
lovers' as you call them, they reflect 
back the bisexual nature of the psyche again 

s which is okay by Freud and Plato alike.
They discover the fulcrum in themselves to 
lie outside the possession of each other, , 
but in the domain of self possession (art). ^

Clea reborn, is a Clea reborn not by soma, the sexual 
water of fertility alone, but also by soma in the sense 
of libido or psychic energy, and finally by Soma,
"'the nourishing drink,' the mythological characteri
zation of which runs parallel to fire in its origin;

14therefore, both are united in the Agni," "Agni,"
according to Jung, "is Soma, the holy drink of inspira-

1 5tion, the mead of immortality." Such an understanding

1''Moore, pp. 166-167. 
1^Jung, p. 185* 
15Ibid.
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of this final act of rebirth is congruent with both 
the establishment of a second center of gravity in 
Alexandria, the Soma, and with the traditional under
standing of the Wasteland legend and the search for 
the Holy Grail, the Agni.



CHAPTER I I I

SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF 
THE SEARCH FOR THE SOMA

The search for the Soma in the Wasteland of the 
Quartet is a search into the interior of each charac
ter, a psychological search. If the Soma or Agni is 
considered to be the Holy Grail, the characters of the 
Quartet must function within the context of the Grail 
Legend. Durrell specifically states that he does not 
wish his characters to be just people, but rather to 
exist symbolically as Tarot symbols:

I'd like to hope that seen from the other 
end of the continuum my characters seem 
not just 'people' but symbols as well 
like a pack of Tarot cards.
According to Jesse L. Weston the original use of

the Tarot was more closely connected with predictions
of nature rather than with divination in individual
lives as later interpreted by the gypsies:

But if the connection with the Egyptian 
and Chinese monuments, referred to above, 
is genuine, the original use of the 'Tarot' 
would seem to have been, not to foretell 
the Future in general, but to predict the 
rise and fall of the waters which’ brought 
fertility to the land.

1 Moore, p. 157.
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Such use would bring the ’Suits' into 
line with the analogous symbols of the Grail 
castle and the treasures of the Tuatha de Danann, 
both of which we have seen to be connected 
with the embodiment of the reproductive 
forces of Nature. . . .  I would suggest 
that, while Lance and Cup, in their asso
ciated form, are primarily symbols of Human 
Life energy, in conjunction with others they 
formed a group of ’Fertility’ symbols, con
nected with a very ancient ritual, of which 
fragmentary survivals alone have been preserved to us. 2

Applying the Tarot Symbols to the reproductive forces
of nature places them in the context of the Grail
Legends and in the context of early folk literature
which deals with a kingdom laid waste and with a king
languishing from a mysterious illness. Dealing with
the reproductive forces of nature also brings the
quest into close proximity with fertility rites of
primitive people and further explores the possibility
of the creation of the morphological form which Dur-
rell proposes to discover:

But it would be worth trying an experiment 
to see if we cannot discover a morphological 
form one might appropriately call ’classical'
— for our time (Notes to Balthazar).
Significantly, the Quartet opens on a note of

rebirth, The sea is high again today, with a thrilling

pJessie L. Weston, From Ritual to Romance 
(New York, 1926), p. 80.
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flush of wind* In the midst of winter you can feel 
the breath of Spring"(Justine, p. 1). The rebirth is 
separated from the city because the healing presupposes 
a separation from the source of infirmity. Since 
Durrell looks upon Alexandria as "the seat of our 
culture,"-^ the rebirth denoted by the water symbolism 
applies not only to man in his contemporary environ
ment but to the race as it has shaped the culture and 
to the culture as it has shaped the race. If the city 
is the central character, and Durrell says that it is, 
"Anyway this is only background stuff to explain why I 
said that the city was really the central character. . ."4 
then the wasteland of the Grail legends should be 
symbolized by Alexandria in the Quartet.

In speaking of the city itself Durrell shifts 
description from the opening note of rebirth to "Notes 
for landscape tones" (Justine. p. 4), significant of 
the drought and disintegration of the city. These 
"Notes for landscape tones" do not merely provide the 
setting but the function in a symbolic way carrying

^Moore, p. 168.
4Ibid.
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a macrocosmic-microcosmic relationship. Landscape 
symbolizes the interior of the citizens of Alexandria, 
one of dryness and decay, "brick dust" "dust rod" 
"dust green" "chalk mauve" "dry desert wind" "a 
struggle for breath" "taste of quicklime" form the 
"Notes for landscape tones" (Justine, p. 4), and 
provoke the question, "Was it in this that Anthony 
heard the heart numbing strains of the great music 
which persuaded him to surrender forever to the city 
he loved" (Justine, p. 4)?

By describing the inhabitants as "flora"
(Justine, p. 1), Durrell projects a vegetative note 
depciting a lack of will, determination, and growth.
A city whose inhabitants form its flora is a city 
similar to the land of the Fisher King of the Grail 
Legends described by Jessie L. Weston:

(a) There is a general consensus of evidence to the effect that the main 
object of the Quest is the restoration 
to health and vigour of a King suffering 
from infirmity and caused by wounds, 
sickness, or old age;

(b) and whose infirmity, for some mysterious 
and unexplained reason, reacts disas
trously upon his kingdom, either depriv
ing it of vegetation, or exposing it to 
the ravages of war.

(c) In two cases it is definitely stated that 
the King will be restored to youthful 
vigour and beauty.
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(d) In both cases where we find Gawain as 
the hero of the story, and in one con
nected with Perceval, the misfortune 
which has fallen upon the country is 
that of a prolonged drought, which has 
destroyed vegetation, and left the land 
Weste; the effect of the hero's ques
tion is to restore the waters to their 
channel, and render the land once more fertile.

(e) In three cases the misfortunes and 
wasting of the land are the result of 
war, and directly caused by the hero's 
failure to ask the question; we are not dealing with an antecedent condition.5

The Fisher King of the Grail Legend affected by 
the mysterious illness is himself wasting away, and 
his illness is reflected upon the whole land by a 
drought. In the Quartet the "drought" is expressed in 
a variety of ways and applies to many areas of life; 
the political, the spiritual, the artistic. Also, 
because of the relativity of experience a person 
appearing to be "dried up" in one aspect or situation 
may at the same time be the knight or healer in another. 
In effect then, in the Quartet all people can be all 
things, now the Fisher King wasting away» now the 
knight bringing relief, depending on his position in 
space-time at any particular moment.

On the political level probably the most typical 
symbol of the Fisher King and the one best fitting

^Weston, p. 23.
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the description of the Grail Legend is Faltaus Hosnani. 
Mountolive describes him on his first visit to the 
Hosnani estates:

It had been quite difficult to find his 
way out to the lands to present his letter 
of introduction: the motor road still only 
ran as far as the ford, after which horses 
had to be used to reach the house among the 
canals. He had been marooned for nearly an 
hour before a kindly passer-by had offered 
him a horse on which he reached his desti
nation. That day there had been nobody at 
home save the invalid. . . . Pride and 
pleasure glowed in his sunken eyes for a 
minute and flickered out to give place to 
the customary look of pain and chagrin.
Illness invites contempt. A sick man knows

V it. Mountolive had accepted, and by renounc
ing both home and local leave had obtained 
permission to stay for two months in the 
house of the Coptic squire. It was a com
plete departure from everything he had 
known to be thus included in the pattern of 
a family life based in and nourished by the 
unconscious pageantry of a feudalism which 
stretched back certainly as far as the Mid
dle Ages, and perhaps beyond (Mountolive. p. 11).

Mountolive describes the physical wasting away of the
Fisher King:

The upper balconies of the house were brightly 
lit and here the invalid sat crookedly in 
his wheel chair, staring jealously out at 
the night, waiting for them. Leila’s hus
band was dying of some obscure disease of 
the musculature, a progressive atrophy 
which cruelly emphasized the already great 
difference in their ages— for while she was 
only in her forties, though she looked much 
younger, he was well past sixty. His infirmity had hollowed him out into a cada
verous shell composed of rugs and shawls
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from which protruded two long sensitive 
hands. Saturnine of feature and with an 
uncouthness of mien which was echoed in his 
younger son's face, his head was askew on his 
shoulders and in some lights resembed those 
carnival masks which are carried on poles (Mountolive, p. 9).
The same effect of desolation and languishment is

seen on Leila once she has married Faltanus:
Whether she was happy or unhappy she herself 
had never thought of consider. She was 
hungry, that was all, hungry for the world 
of books and meetings which lay forever outside this old house and the heavy charges 
of the land which supported their fortunes.
She was obedient, pliant, loyal as a finely 
bred animal. Only a disorienting monotony 

' beset her. . . . But her life must belong 
to Egypt.

She gave in, responding first with 
despair, later with resignation, to the life 
they had designed for her. Her husband was 
kind and thoughtful, but mentally something 
of a dullard. The life sapped her will 
(Mountolive, p. 14).

Leila's hunger is for the artistic, the cultural, not 
to be found in the Hosnani estates. Faltaus on the 
other hand experiences drought in the area of politics 
and ironically blames his condition on the English 
who, he says, invaded "Our Holy City" (Mountolive, p. 29), 
and created hatred between Moslem and Copt. Paltaus 
reveals his ideas on the reason for the Copt's 
desolation and lowly position:
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There were never any differences between us 
and the Moslems in Egypt before they came.
The British have taught the Moslems to hate 
the Copts and to discriminate against them.
. . .  It is good that we should mention 
these matters openly because we Copts feel 
them in here, in our deepest hearts. The 
British have made the Moslems oppress us.
Study the Commision. Talk to your compat
riots there about the Copts and you will 
hear their contempt and loathing of us.
They have inoculated the Moslems with it.
. . . When the first Crusade captured 
Jerusalem it was expressly ruled that no 
Copt enter the city— Our Holy City. So 
little could those Western Christians 
distinguish between Moslems who defeated 
them at Askelon and the Copts— the only 
branch of the Christian Church which was 
thoroughly integrated into the Orient 

v (Mountolive, p. 29)!
Listening to the above statement about the British-
Copt relationship, Mountolive reveals his innate
British loyalty, finding the statement of Faltaus
unbelievable. The question which Mountolive asks at
this point could be considered to be the question of
the knight in the Grail Legend, the question which
would break the spell; however, the answer calls for
a complex solution— a solution not to be achieved
until the end of the Quartet.

"How did all this change?” said Mountolive 
quietly, and the sick man levered himself 
up in his rugs to point a shaking finger 
at his guest and say, "The British changed 
it, with their hatred for the Copts 
(Mountolive, p. 31).
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Since Mount olive ia the symbol of England, his question 
and its accompanying answer are rather ironic. He 
represents in his person all the contradiction which 
the British conveyed to the mind of the Copt. At 
the same time, to Leila he is the image of the crusader 
seeking the Holy Grail, not a person but a product 
of the imagination:

Mountolive listened to her voice with 
astonishment, pity and shame. It was clear 
that what she saw in him was something like a 
prototype of a nation which existed now only 
in her imagination. She was kissing and 
cherishing a painted image of England. . . .

\ It was an absurd book-fed dream this Copt 
had discovered and translated. He felt as 
if all those magical embraces had been 
somehow won under false pretenses— as if 
her absurd thoughts were reducing the whole 
thing, diminishing the scale of it to 
something as shadowy and unreal as, say, a transaction with a woman of the streets.
Can you fall in love with the stone effigy 
of a dead crusader (Mountolive, p. 18)?

If Mountolive is the symbol of England, his image as 
knight carries with it the embodiment of the curse, 
when in fact, according to the Grail Legends, he 
should as knight come to cure or heal. He must then 
disassociate himself from the image of the dead cru
sader if he is to bring life. Mountolive, inexperienced 
in love, resembled Perceval of the Grail Legend who 
has been raised far from other men. Also, the con
nection of the legends to fertility rites make believa
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ble the arrangement by Paltaus to allow hie wife to
become the lover of Mountolive. The Rig-Veda hymns
and prayers sung for the purpose of securing the
fertility of the land and for the freeing of the
waters resemble the Grail Legends in that as long as
Rishyacringa continues chaste, so long will the drought 

6endure. Thus another motive is given to the fact that 
Paltaus suggested that his wife take Mountolive as a 
lover even though he hated England and found the idea 
so distasteful that he contemplated suicide.

Because Burrell in the Quartet deals with the 
Wasteland of the human psyche and uses the land sym
bolically to represent this interior Wasteland the 
ordinary tasks of the Grail here fail to release the 
spell unless they are interiorized. Leila tries to 
introduce Mountolive to the interior life of the 
imagination but he is not ready for such a life:

She had already planned to turn their 
intercourse away upon another plane, a 
richer one, but Mountolive was still too 
young to take advantage of what she might 
have to offer him— the treasures of the 
imagination. She would have to give him time to grow (Mountolive. p. 36).

Weston, p. 30.
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After years of correspondence with Leila about 
the things of the imagination, and after a friendship 
with Pursewarden and his sister Liza who had lived the 
life of the imagination fully, the reader discovers 
that Mountolive, highly respected, in the diplomatic 
corps of England, lives in the Wasteland of the imagi
nation. He is still the symbol of England, the legal
istic, face-saving England. Although Pursewarden is 
his friend, his initial response to Pursewarden*s 
suicide is that of the diplomat, "Mountolive felt 
nothing except a mounting indignation that anyone in 
his mission should confer such annoyance by a public 
act so flagrant" (Mountolive, p. 162)! Pursewarden's 
possessions were those of the writer, the man of the 
imagination. Mountolive*s response to them again shows 
the drought existing in his life in regard to things 
of the imagination:

The dead man's 'effects' (the poetry of 
causality could not be better expressed 
than by the word) were stacked on his desk, 
looking curiously disembodied. A bundle 
of papers and manuscript, a parcel addressed 
to a publisher, a mackintosh and various 
odds and ends conscripted by the painstaking 
Telford in the interests of truth (though they 
had little beauty for Mountolive (Mountolive, p. 164).

The letter written by Pursewarden before his death to
Mountolive refers specifically to the world of the
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diplomatic corps, its allegiances and loyalties— the
world of which Mountolive is a part. This world to
Pursewarden is a Wasteland:

Ach! what a boring world we have created 
around us. The slime of the plot and the 
counterplot. I have Just recognized that 
it is not my world at all. I can hear you 
swearing as you read.)

I feel in a way a cad to shelve my own 
responsibilities like this, and yet, in 
truth, I know that they are not really mine, 
never have been mine. But they are yours!
And Jolly bitter you will find them. But 
. • • you are of the career . . . and you 
must act where I cannot bring myself to 
(Mountolive, p. 165)!
Although Mountolive had been unable to share the

\

world of the imagination in his youth with Leila, or 
in his later friendship with Pursewarden, the writer 
Pursewarden was able to open communication to him 
both between the political Wasteland of the Hosnani 
family and his own diplomatic life and personal life:

It suddenly dawned on him. Up to now 
their personal relationship had been forced 
from any prejudicial cast by Nessim's tact— and Pursewarden1s existence. The 
writer, in supplying the official link, 
had freed them in the personal lives.
Never had the two men been forced to dis
cuss anything remotely connected with 
official matters. Now they could not meet 
upon this happy ground. In this context 
too Pursewarden had traduced his freedom.
As for Leila, perhaps here lay the key to 
her enigmatic silence, her inability to 
meet him face to face (Mountolivet p. 169).
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I recognize in Pursewarden, the Tarot Symbol of
the court card, the Hanged Man. In The Pictorial Key
to the Tarot Arthur E. Waite notes:

(1) that the tree of sacrifice is of living 
wood with leaves thereon;,(2) that the face 
expressed deep entrancement, not suffering;
(3) that the figure as a whole suggests life 
in suspension but life and not death. It 
is a card of profound significance but the 
significance is veiled.7

Recalling Mountolive's reactions to the letter left him 
by Pursewarden, the profound significance, though 
veiled, is suggested by the possible consequences of 
Mountolive's choice regarding the steps he would or 
would not take in confronting Leila and Nessim on the 
political plane. One recalls at this point the 
reluctance of Leila and Nessim when Mountolive was a 
guest in their home as a young diplomat to discuss 
the whole British-Coptic relationship. Paced with 
the picture of the change from Copt supremecy to a 
Coptic political Wasteland, Mountolive had asked the 
fated question, "How did all this change?" Now Mount
olive has the power to answer the question by allowing 
the Copts to succeed in their plot. The answer to 
the question, however, lies in the choice of reaction

7Arthur E. Waite, The Pictorial Key to the Tarot 
(New Hyde Park, 1959)* p. 116.
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to the information learned— the choice of "duyt" or the 
choice of "friend.” Pursewarden's choice had been 
the latter. The cross and noose of the Hanged Man 
resembles closely the key to Balthazar's watch which 
was in the form of an ankh (a cross with a loop for 
its upper vertical arm and serving as a symbol of 
life in ancient Egypt). Pursewarden's apparent choice 
of death rather than compromise his Coptic friends 
fits closely with the explanation of the Tarot Symbol, 
The Hanged Man— life in suspension. Another aspect 
of Nthe "life" aspect of the Hanged Man is evident in 
the effect Pursewarden's death has on his sister 
Liza. To the Copts Mountolive is a sign of contra
diction if he chooses to release the contents of Purse- 
warden's letter. To Liza who lives the life of the 
imagination Mountolive is a sign of contradiction 
since he is the dark stranger prophesied to enter 
her life, and it is his entrance into Liza's life that 
really caused Pursewarden's suicide:

He could not free himself from my inside 
hold on him, though he tried and strug
gled. I could not free myself from him, 
though truthfully I never wished to until 
. . .  until the day the man he always called 
'the dark stranger' arrived (Clea. p. 161).



Another area of contradiction lies in the fact
that Mountolive is still the diplomat failing to con
nect with the life of the imagination in spite of hi
love for Liza. Clea describes a scene which she wit
nessed between Mountolive and Liza as she looked
through the high-powered telescope while waiting for
Mountolive to return from a walk:

They were arguing furiously, and she had an 
expression of grief and pain on her face.
I increased the magnification until I dis
covered with a shock that I could literally 
lip-read their remarks! . . . She shouted 
through her tears, 'No, you could not have a 

v blind Ambassadress,' turning her head from 
side to side as if trying to find a way of 
escaping this fearful truth— which I must 
admit had not occurred to me until the 
words were registered. . . .  I thought to 
myself then: 'A blind Ambassadress? Why 
not? If David were a meaner-spirited■man 
he might think to himself: 'The originality 
alone would help rather than hinder my 
career in creating for me artificial sym
pathies to replace the respectful admira
tion which I dare only to claim by virtue 
of my position!' But he would be too 
singleminded for such thoughts to enter 
his mind (Clea. p. 108).

Darley describes Mountolive as, "'frozen' in his
post" (Clea. p. 188). Again, Darley suggests the
conflict yet resignation in Mountolive when Darley
visits them at Liza's request:

We shook hands and in his handclasp I 
felt something infirm, indecisive which 
was matched by the fugitive voice in
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which he excused his long silence. 'I 
had to wait until Liza was ready,' he said, 
rather mysteriously (Clea, p. 158).

The question of Mountolive's submission to Liza and the 
life of the imagination or his abiding devotion to 
duty is questioned again, "Had she coiled herself 
like a small hateful snake, at the centre of his peace
ful life" (Clea, p. 158)? The picture of Mountolive 
presented here is one of passivity: "frozen in his 
post;" "I felt something infirm;" "Had she coiled 
herself like a small hateful snake at the center of 
hisxbeing" (Clea, p. 158)? Mountolive who was the 
knight coming to heal the Fisher Kingdom appears here 
to be suffering from drought himself.

I recognize Mountolive in his early mission to 
Egypt as a Tarot Symbol of the Lesser Arcana, the 
Page of Wands, and in his later life, prior to his 
submission to Liza, as the Knight of Wands. The Page 
of Wands, a dark young man, stands erect holding a 
wand of living wood. Behind him are pyramids. He 
gazes at the flowering wood in his hand in a peaceful 
manner« The divinatory meaning represented a faithful

Qperson who is unknown, a lover, an envoy, a postman. 

8Waite, p. 176.
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At the time of his entrance to the Hosnani Estate he 
was younger than one would expect for an envoy; he was 
without a horse and had been given one by a passerby; 
he was enthralled by the original beauty of Egypt, 
which would be represented by the pyramids in the 
background.

The Knight of Wands carries the wand of living 
wood in his hand as one would carry a shield. He rides 
past the pyramids on a horse using a precipitate 
movement. The motion of the horse is a key to the 
character of the rider. Eivinatory meanings represent 
departure, absence, flight, emigration. The dark man 
is friendly and although in the mail of a knight is 
not on a warlike errand. Change of residence is evi~

Qdent.
According to Grail Legends a knight arriving at 

the kingdom of the Fisher King should, as the hero, 
have been able to heal the King and restore the land 
wasted by drought. Since, however, Mountolive is the 
symbol of England, and his nation has caused the 
Coptic political Wasteland by its actions in the 
Crusades, he holds in his hand the flowering tree 
(removal of British hatred toward the Copts). As a

% b i d ., p. 174.
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young envoy Mountolive studies the Coptic situation 
but for most of his life is forced by the diplomatic 
corps to carry that understanding around the world 
always riding past Egypt.

Ironically, when Mountolive does return, the 
Copts have elected to conduct their own chess game and 
by intrigue have sought to elevate themselves and 
restore their own political supremecy. The question 
of the knight which, according to the Grail Legends, 
is supposed to provide the healing power, in Mountolive’s 
case has brought about a reverse effect. The question 
which he asked as a young diplomat, "How did all this 
change" (Mountolive. p. 31)? rather than being the 
healing power, bared the source of dissension. There
fore, the reversed reading on the card, The Knight of 
Wands, is the outcome: rupture, division, interrup
tion, discord. 10

Once away from the land of Egypt, Mountolive’s 
problems take on a new dimension. Leila has intro
duced him to the realm of the imagination. Purse- 
warden and Liza have contributed to this growth.
When Parley visits Mountolive's home to confer with

1°Ibid.
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Liza over the letters of her brother, Mountolive
presents the picture of the typical Englishman, his
glasses lying significantly on The Times. Yet his
letter to Leila gives evidence that he is able to enter
a marriage with Liza because of the introduction which
Leila gave him to the life of the imagination:

'I bless you, I thank you with all my heart 
that through you I am at last able to re
ceive the precious gift which can never 
come to those who are ignorant of its 
powers (Clea. p. 260).'

Balthazar speaks of Mountolive*s marriage to Liza as a 
"backhander" to Leila, and speaks of Pursewarden*s 
making marriage to his sister available to Mount
olive, "So we pass the loving-cup about, the poisoned 
loving-cup" (Clea, p. 259)! The poison of the cup 
is apparent to the viewer in different ways as the 
cup is passed. Pursewarden, the Hanged Man, in 
drinking the cup does so willingly to make way for a 
true love for Liza. Mountolive believes that Liza's 
love will admit him to the life of the imagination to 
which he has not been an initiate until now. Leila 
in passing the cup to Liza dies of the true sickness 
of the Alexandrians, "'heartsickness'" (Clea. p. 259). 
The object— the cup— is the same. Distance or close
ness to a situation, knowledge or lack of knowledge
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creates the relativity so evident in reality. The 
realms of cognition of each of these characters although 
overlapping are uniquely their own; therefore, their 
reaction to and interpretation of the situation are 
relative. Man's position in space-time then is the 
controlling factor of the reality of his situation.

Narouz is another key figure in the political 
Wasteland of the Egyptian Copts. He is rather an 
anomoly in that he is characterized by several Tarot 
Symbols. Prom his first appearance in Mountolive 
hi^ weapon whether it be harpoon, harpoon gun, or whip 
is always unsheathed. In this he represents the 
King of Swords:

He sits in judgment, holding the 
unsheathed sign of his suit. He recalls, 
of course, the conventional Symbol of 
Justice in the Trumps Major, and he may 
represent this virtue, but he is rather the 
power of life and death, in virtue of 
his office. 11
In light of the above the phrase "in virtue of his 

office" becomes an important phrase when Narouz*s 
office becomes a point in question, the contradiction 
lying in the fact that Narouz's love for the Coptic 
dream and his tendency to idealize this kingdom places 
it in jeopardy. In the light of his office, then,

1 > p. 226.
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he must be disposed of if the Copts are to win since 
the Coptic dream of Narouz does not coincide with the 
material Chess Game in which the Egyptian Pasha is 
the prize.

Another kingdom comes into view early in Mount- 
olive when Burrell presents a vivid picture of Narouz 
ruling over the kingdom of the underworld as signi
fied by the rotting smells of the estuary. This is a 
kingdom of profusion— fish, ducks, birds, snakes—  
animal life in general lies under his brute control. 
This kingdom is the reverse of the Fisher King whose 
infirmity causes drought in his kingdom. Suggested 
in this scene is the Tarot Symbol of The Devil:

The Horned Goat of Mendes, with wings like those of a bat, is standing on an 
altar. . . . The right hand is upraised 
and extended being the reverse of that 
benediction which is given by the Hierophant 
in the fifth card. In the left hand there 
is a great flaming torch, inverted toward 
the earth. A reversed pentogram is on the 
forehead. There is a ring in front of the 
altar, from which two chains are carried to the 
necks of two figures, male and female. These 
are analogous with those of the fifth card, 
as if Adam and Eve after the Fall. Hereof 
is the chain and fatality of the material 
life. The figures are tailed, to signify 
the animal nature, but there is human intel
ligence in the faces, and he who is exalted 
above them is not to be their master for
ever. Even now, he is also a bondsman, sus
tained by the evil that is in him and blind to the liberty of service. 12

12Ibid ., pp. 128-131.
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Narouz, challenging Nessim to a race home after 
the fishing and hunting scene described above, ie 
spoken of as "chuckling like a Mephistopheles" 
(Mountolive, p. 7). Also suggestive of the devil is 
the split lip reminiscent of the cloven hoof. Narouz 
is also described as having a deep widow’s peak. The 
inverted pentacle of the Tarot Symbol, The Devil, 
creates a point reaching into the forehead. Since 
the pentacle is symbolic of intelligence, the inverted 
pentacle is suggestive of lack of intelligence in 
Narouz. A reference suggesting existence in another 
world typical of the world of the devil is the scene 
in which Narouz locks himself in the incubator for 
forty days. The door of the incubator is sunken and 
the passage contains ten earthen ovens facing each 
other. Narouz shows initial resentment to intrusion 
and must accustom his eyes to the light. He registers 
pride however in explaining temperature and techniques 
used in the process of incubation (Mountolivet p. 16).

The Tarot Symbol, The Sun, is quite evident in 
the scene in Balthazar in which Narouz and Nessim ride
out to the camp of the Arab Sheik:
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^he sheik and his sons, like a gallery of 
playing cards, awaited them with the conven
tional greetings to which Narouz at least knew 
every response. . . . Cushions had been set 
for them in the shade and here Nessim was 
glad to recline and watch his brother 
moving quickly across the dazzle of sand 
toward a group of colts which had been driven 
up for him to examine. . . . Narouz stopped 
keenly as he neared them, watching. Then 
he shouted something and a man raced out to 
him with a bridle and bit. "The white one," 
he cried hoarsely and the Sheik's sons 
shouted a response which Nessim did not 
catch. Narouz turned again, and softly with 
a queer ducking discretion, slipped in among 
the young creatures and almost before one 
could think was astride a white colt after 
having bridled it with a single almost 
invisible gesture. . . . Horse and rider 
stood as if posing for a statue, buried in v thought (Balthazar, p. 81).

The above picture is depicted upon the card, The Sun
in the Tarot pack:

The card signifies, therefore, the transit 
from the manifest light of this world, 
represented by the glorious sun of earth, 
to the light of the world to come, which 
goes before aspiration and is typified by 
the heart of a child.

But the last allusion is again the 
key to a different form of symbolism. The 
sun is that of consciousness in the spirit—  
the direct antithesis of the reflected 
light. The characteristic type of humanity 
has become a little child therein a child 
in the sense of simplicity and innocence 
in the seal of Nature and of Art; in that 
innocence, he signifies the restored world.
When the self-knowing spirit has dawned in
the consciousness above the natural mind,
that mind in its renewal leads forth the
animal nature in a state of perfect conformity. ^

13Ibid. , pp. 144-147



This last scene in which Narouz is pictured as
tride the white Arab mare and the interpretation of 
this according to the Tarot Symbol, the Sun, explain 
the scene in Mountolive in which the congregation 
is astonished at the talk which Narouz gives in the 
crypt of the Coptic Church:

'The Nile . , . the green river flowing in 
our hearts hears its children. They will 
return to her. Descendants of the Pharaohs, 
children of Ra, offspring of St. Mark.
They will find the birthplace of light.
. . .  A tremendous silence fell— the si
lence which follows some great performance 
by an actor or orchestra— the germinal 
silence in which you can hear the very 
seeds in the human psyche stirring, trying 
to move toward the light of self-recogni
tion. I was deeply moved and utterly exhaus
ted. Fecundated (Mountolive, p. 110)!

This return to the birthplace of light interprets
symbolism found earlier in Mountolive when Narouz
shoots the flamingo in the air:

The darkness was racing toward them now and 
the light expiring. Narouz suddenly cried,
'Now is the moment. Look there.' He 
clapped his hands loudly and shouted across 
the water, startling his companion who 
followed his pointed finger with raised 
head. 'What?' the dull report of a gun 
from the furtherest boat shook the air and 
suddenly the sky line was sliced in half 
by a new flight, rising more slowly and 
dividing earth from air in a pink traveling 
wound; like the heart of a pomgranate star
ing through its skin. Then, turning from 
pink to scarlet, flushed back into white and fell to the lake level like a shower 
of snow to melt as it touched the water—
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'Flamingo,' they both cried and laughed, and 
the darkness snapped upon them, extinguishing the visible world (Mountolive, p. 3).

The shooting of the flamingo would connect with the 
Tarot Symbols of the Sun and the High Priestess.
Narouz in preaching his sermon speaks‘jof finding the 
birthplace of light. The High Priestess symbolizes 
borrowed or reflected light. Her temple veil is decora
ted with palms and pomegranates. The burst of color 
"like the heart of a pomegranate staring through its 
skin" (Mountolive, p. 3)* I would interpret as 
symbolic of the temple veil of the High Priestess 
(reflected light) being rent asunder at the return 
to the birthplace of light.

Ironically, Narouz, described as the ignorant, 
deformed clod, is able to penetrate to the source of 
light denied those who question intellectually. The 
explanation of the Tarot Symbol, the Sun, places the 
self-knowing spirit which has dawned in the conscious
ness above the natural mind but together with it
"leads forth the animal nature in a state of perfect 

14conformity." The lack of conformity between the 
Copt as Egyptian and the Copt as Copt denies the 
Coptic Kingdom the return to the source of light that 
Narouz promises his listeners.

1 4 Ibid., p. 147.
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Symbolic of the hopelessness of renewing the 
Coptic political Wasteland is the death scene of 
Narouz. Balthazar, the doctor, the healer, could 
hear the servants saying, "Praise be to God that the 
doctor is here! All will be well with him" (Mount- 
olive , p. 281)! The repetition of the question". . . 
And the doctor" (Mountolive, p. 281)? over and over 
again as Narouz lies dying emphasizes the mission of 
the man with powers of healing in a kingdom suffering 
from drought. Narouz of the Harpoon gun, the Fisher 
Kipg is buried in the land as the voices of his people 
recite, "From dust to dusU* (Mountolive, p. 292), 
acknowledging the Wasteland in which they live.

The spiritual Wasteland of the Quartet is closely 
connected with the spiritual founder of the city,
"that great square Negro head reverberating with a 
concept of God conceived in the spirit of pure intel
lectual play— Plotinus" (Justine, p. 31). In puz
zling out the spiritual Wasteland which he found in 
Alexandria and the strange turns which search for the 
Soma took Parley comments:

It is as if the preoccupations of the land
scape were centered somewhere out of reach 
of the average inhabitant— in a region 
where the flesh, stripped by over-indulgence 
of its final reticences, must yield to a preoccupation vastly more comprehensive:
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or perish in the kind of exhaustion repre
sented by the works of the great Mouseion, 
the guileless playing of hermaphrodites in the green courtyards of art and science (Justine. p. 31).

Such intellectual play pushed to its limits produced 
the consuming Gnosticism from which Justine’s thoughts 
grew. In this spiritual Wasteland, the landscape, 
besides holding a macrocosmic-microcosmic relationship, 
also played an active part in controlling the will- 
action of the inhabitants:

We are the children of our landscape; 
it dictates behavior and even thought in the 

v measure to which we are responsive to it.
'Your doubt, for example, which contains so 
much anxiety and such a thirst for an abso
lute truth, is so different from the scepti
cism of the Greek, from the mental play of 
the Mediterranean mind with its deliberate 
resort to sophistry as part of the game of 
thought; for your thought is a weapon, a 
theology.' . . . 'The day of the corpora 
is the night for the spiritus! When the 
bodies cease their labour the spirit in man 
begins to work. The waking of the body is 
the sleep of the spirit and the spirit's 
sleep a waking for the body.' And later, 
like a thunderclap: 'Evil is good perverted' 
(Justine. p. 34).
Such spiritual speculation in the Quartet assumes 

cosmic proportions and expresses itself through Tarot 
Symbols closely related to the mythopoeic reference 
beneath fact dealt with in Chapter One and the sym
bolic represenation expressed in Chapter Two. The 
first of the Tarot Symbols evident in portraying the



spiritual Wasteland is that of the High Priestess
which I interpret as representing Justine. Of the
High Priestess as Tarot symbol Waite says:

She has the lunar crescent at her feet, a 
horned diadem on her head, with a globe 
in the middle place, and a large solar cross 
on her breast. The scroll in her hands is 
inscribed with the word Tora, signifying the greater Law, the Secret Law and the second 
sense of the Word. It is partly covered 
by her mantle, to show that some things are 
implied and some spoken. She is seated 
between the white and black pillars— J. and 
B.— of the mystic Temple, and the veil of 
the Temple is behind her: it is embroidered 
with palms and pomegranates. The vestments 
are flowing and gauzy, and the mantle sug- 

N gests light— a shimmering radiance. She has 
been called Occult Science on the threshold 
of the Sanctuary of Isis, but she is really 
the Secret Church, the House which is of God 
(Nature) and man. . . . She is, in fine, the 
Queen of the borrowed light, but this is the 
light of all. . . .  In a manner she is 
also the Supernal Mother herself— that is to 
say, she is the bright reflection. It is 
in this sense of reflection that her truest 
and highest name in Kabolism is Shekinah—  
the cohabiting glory. According to Kabol
ism, there is a Shekinah both above and 
below. In the superior world it is called 
Binah, the Supernal Understanding which 
reflects to the emanations that are beneath.
In the lower world it is Malkuth— that world 
being, for this purpose, understood as a blessed Kingdom— the Indwelling Glory.1 5
The horned diadem with the globe in the middle

resembles the goddess Hathor (Isis) as she appeared
on the Narmer palette. The large solar cross

15Ibid., pp. 76-79.
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identifies her with Osiris the sun god» The partial 
covering of the Torah with the radiant mantle suggest
ing light fits closely with the Egyptian light sym
bolism used throughout the Quartet» Particularly the 
title »Queen of the Borrowed Light»"* ̂  and the idea 
of reflected light is evident not only in the mirror 
symbolism used throughout the Quartet, but also pro
vides a deeper understanding of the application of 
the relativity proposition in the Quartet. Such 
symbolism demonstrates the application of the relati
vity proposition to the human condition by focusing 
on the relativity of reality due to partial light or 
reflected light due to the amount of understanding or 
inner light available in the particular realms of 
cognition of the coordinates.

The reference to the Shekinah above and the 
Shekinah below as well as to »Occult Science on the 
threshold of the Sanctuary of Isi^' indicates that 
integration occurs only when the threshold has been 
crossed and the Shekinah above and the Shekinah below 
are unified. When Mr. Waite says, »She has been 
called Occult Science on the threshold of the Sanc
tuary of Isis, but she is really the Secret Church,

16Ibid., p. 79.
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the House of God (Nature) and man,"^ he does not 
really express a contradiction except insofar as he 
expresses his disbelief in the original origin of 
the Tarot Cards as being Egyptian, but rather he 
offers an application of the theory presented by Harold 
Bayley in New Light on the Renaissance„ I do not 
think that the evidence presented by Mr. Bayley can
cels out the possibility of Egyptian origin for the 
Tarot Symbols. It does present strong evidence that 
certain symbols used on the Trumps Major cards were 
used as secret symbolic language among the members 
of the Albigensian sect. The fact that Mr. Bayley 
connects the cards with sacramental or Grail emblems 
is important by way of extending the meaning of the 
symbols. For example, certain archeological findings 
such as the Narmer palette mentioned in Chapter One; 
the "Osiris Pillars" found in mortuary temples re
ferred to as "Hathor Capitals";^ and the statue of 
Hathor acquired at Luxor in 1919 in which the solar 
disc between the horns is very evident, give a 
definite basis for interpreting the symbolism of the

17Ibid., p. 76.
18Frederick A. Praeger, The Art of the Ancient 

Near East (New York, 1961), pp. 270-272.
1 9William C. Hayes, The Scepter of Egypt (New 

York, 1959), p. 259.
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Tarot card, the High Priestess, according to Egyptian
origin and meaning. Jesse L. Weston cites Egyptian
origins and connects them with early fertility rites.
She also notes that in one of the temples in which
designs parallel to the Tarot Symbols were found,
twenty-two columns support the temple, the number of
cards in the "Keys” of the Tarot; the same number is
repeated on a calendar sculptured on the same building.
The calendar represents the periodic rise and fall of 

20the Nile. This latter reference would be in keeping 
with the use of the Tarot Symbols as keys to fertility 
rites by use of the symbolism of the Fisher King who, 
according to the Grail legend, was identified with his 
people and his lands because the king was identified 
with the Divine principle of Life and Fertility.

Applying Middle Eastern thought and symbolism 
to the Tarot cards makes meaningful the Kabalistic 
references such as the Shekinah above and the Shekinah 
below. The place of unity or integration is the place 
where the Shekinah above and the Shekinah below fuse. 
The space in between I look upon as the spiritual 
Wasteland of the Quartet. Justine speaks of the 
limbo in which initiates live. Durrell refers to

2 0 Weston, p. 78.
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the "limbo of the passions" as the "world of Sade."
This limbo or space between the Shekinah above and
the Shekinah below is reflected frequently in the
imagery of Justine» Durrell speaks of empty spaces
of time, "I am thinking back to the time when for the
four of us the known world hardly existed; days became
simply the spaces between dreams, spaces between the
shifting floors of time, of acting out the topical"
(Justine, p. 9). Another aspect of "the space between"
is the space between two alternatives of choice, "She
stands there between the deaf players and the world
of music for a long time, as if uncertain into which
to plung" (Justine, p. 11). The time between day
and night is expressed as a "space between."

This is the hour least easy to bear, when 
from my balcony I catch an unexpected 
glimpse of her walking idly towards the 
town in her white sandals, still half 
asleep. Justine! The city unwrinkles 
like an old tortoise and peers about it 
(Justine, p. 10).

Of the space between night and day Darley says:
I recover another such moment, lying beside 
a sleeping woman in a cheap room near the 
mosque. In that early spring dawn, with 
its dense dew sketched upon the silence 
which engulfs a whole city before the 
birds awaken it, I caught the sweet voice

21

21Moore, p. 166.
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of the blind muezzin from the mosque recit
ing the Ebed— a voice hanging like a hair 
in the palm-cooled upper airs of Alexandria (Justine t p. 16).

In adding that Melissa would never understand the splen
dours of the language of the Ebed, Darley indicates 
that despite this fact she is breathing lightly as a 
gull.

The phrase, "breathing lightly as a gull," exem
plifies the state of pure nature in which Melissa 
lives. She is symbolic of the Hellenic world, and 
her love is that of the Greek caritas:
x Our character and predispositions were 

wholly different, and yet in the magical 
ease of this friendship we felt something 
promised us. I like, also, to remember 
that first kiss by the sea, the wind 
blowing up a flake of hair at each white 
temple— a kiss broken off by laughter 
which beset her as she remembered my account 
of the trials I was enduring. It symbolized 
the passion we enjoyed, its humour and lack 
of intenaeness: its charity (Justine, p. 54).

Melissa's love took many forms but never lost this
quality of natural love— a love which exposed sham and
artificiality. When Cohen was dying and Earley went
to him, his speaking of Melissa seemed to bare the
artificialities of his life as if in Melissa's state
of pure nature, he held a mirror of truth:

Here he spoke of Melissa with feeling 
but cooly, like a husband of a king.
It was as if now that the flesh was 
dying the whole funds of his inner life, 
so long damned up behind the falsities
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of a life wrongly lived, burst through the 
dykes and flooded the foreground of his 
consciousness. . . .  I felt glad that 
Melissa had not come to see him die lest 
seeing him, as I saw him now, she might 
rediscover him. And by one of those para
doxes in which love delights I found myself 
more jealous of him in his dying than I had 
ever been during his life. These were hor
rible thoughts for one who had been so long 
a patient and attentive student of love, but 
I recognized once more in them the austere 
mindless primitive face of Aphrodite (Justine, p. 107).
To Nessim, Melissa's love in the state of pure

nature made him desire to join her in a naked beauty
which presents a picture of The Lovers of the Tarot
Cards— the true Hellenic lovers:

Driving along that pure and natal coastline 
they watched the first tendrils of sunlight 
uncoil from horizon to horizon across the 
dark self-sufficient Mediterranean sea whose 
edges were at one and the same moment touch
ing lost hallowed Carthage and Salamis in 
Cyprus. . . . Changed as he was he felt a 
sudden desire that Melissa should see him 
naked, should approve the beauty which for 
so long had lain, like a suit of well-cut 
clothes in an attic cupboard forgotten.

Naked and laughing, they waded out 
hand in hand into the icy water feeling 
the tame sunlight glowing on their backs 
as they did so. It was like the first 
morning of creation (Justine, p. 207).

This scene carries almost a sculpted beauty, drawing
one back in time to creation itself. It is a scene
in which I recognize Durrell's axis of time as
being truly laid. In the "Author's Note" to Clea
Durrell .says, "If the axis has been well and truly
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laid down in the Quartet it should be possible to 
radiate in any direction without losing the strictness 
and congruity of the continuum." In this last scene 
it is possible to pass along the axis of time through 
use of the symbolic lovers to creation itself and back 
again to the recreation in time of the creation myth. 
All time then is contained in this moment of time.

Also in the scene I find evidence of the morpho
logical form which Burrell proposed to create. The 
coastline along which Nessim and Melissa drive has 
received the extensions of man upon it, yet has ex
tended itself into the lives of men creating a reci
procity that makes man in space-time at once one with 
himself and one with all other men— a human "being.”

In addition to the Tarot symbol of The Lovers, 
Nessim and Melissa can be recognized also in the Tarot 
symbols of the Empress and the Emperor:

A stately figure, seated, having rich vest
ments and royal aspect, as of a daughter 
of heaven and earth. Her diadem is of 
twelve stars, gathered in a cluster. The 
symbol of Venus is on the shield which rests 
near her. A field of corn is ripening in 
front of her, and beyond there is a fall of 
water. The scepter which she bears is sur
mounted by a globe of this world. She is 
the inferior Garden of Eden, the Earthly 
Paradise, all that is symbolized by the 
visible house of man. She is not Regina 
Coeli, but she is still refugium peccatorum,
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the fruitful mother of thousands. . . . She 
is above all things universal fecundity and the outer sense of the Word. . . .  In 
another order of ideas, the card of the 
Empress signifies the door or gate by which 
an entrance is obtained into this life, as 
in the Garden of Venus; and then the way 
which leads out therefrom, into that which is 
beyond, is the secret known to the High 
Priestess: it is communicated by her to theelect. 22
The stateliness of Melissa is in her naturalness. 

In the scene mentioned with the true Hellenic Lovers, 
Durrell says:

Melissa, too, had shed with her clothes the 
last residual encumberance of the flesh, 
and had become the dancer she truly was; 
for nakedness always gave her fulness and 
balance: the craft she lacked in the
cabaret (Justine, p. 207).

Perhaps the most evident symbolism of the Empress found 
in Melissa is the diadem of stars. Pursewarden says 
that he found her rather beautiful in an "etoliated 
way" (Mountolive, p. 149). To his question, "Melissa, 
comment vous defendez-vous contre la solitude?" She 
answered, "Monsieur, je suis devenue la solitude 
meme." . . . " u

. . . The melancholy of the smiling face 
was completely untouched by self-pity.
She made a little gesture, as if indicating 
a total world, and said, "Look"— the 
shabby wills and desires of the Etoile’s 
patrons, clothed in bodily forms, spread 
around them in that airless cellar. . . .She was completely natural (Mountolive, p. 150).

2 2 Waite, pp. 80-83
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Darley tells of their walks after she returned from the 
nightclub, the Etoile:

Without exchanging a word we would join hands 
and hurry down the maze of alleys by the 
Polish Consulate, pausing from time to time 
in a dark doorway to see if there was any
one on our trail. At last, far down where 
the shops tailed away into the blue we 
would step out into the sea-gleaming milk- 
white Alexandrian midnight— our preoccupations 
sliding from us in that fine warm air; and 
we would walk toward the morning star which 
lay throbbing above the velvet breast of the 
Montaza, touched by the wind and the waves 
(Justine, p. 44).

Probably the most encompassing star symbolism is used
in Parley’s attempt to explain the concept of ’’Love”.
In speaking of Justine’s surrendering to him only one
of the many selves she inhabited Parley says:

Where must one look for justifications?
Only I think to the facts themselves; for 
they might enable me to see now a little 
further into the central truth of this 
enigma called ’love.’ I see the image of 
it receding and curling away from e in 
an infinite series like the waves of the 
sea; or, colder than a dead moon, rising up 
over the dreams and illusions I fabricated 
from it— but like the real moon, always 
keeping one side of the truth hidden from 
me, the nether side of a beautiful dead 
star (Balthazar, p. 123).

The card, the Empress, expresses natural love as indi
cated by the symbol of Venus on the shield and the 
globe which she holds in her hands. The field of 
corn ripening before her and the title ’’universal
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fecundity" coincide with Darley's view of Melissa as 
she walks into his life— the girl with the armful of 
flowers— very similar to Eliot's "hyacinth girl" of 
the Waste Land:

'You gave me hyacinths first a year ago;
'They called me the hyacinth girl.'
— Yet when we came back, late, from the hyacinth garden,
Your arms full, and your hair wet, I could not 
Speak, and my eyes failed, I was neither 
Living nor dead, and I knew nothing, __
Looking into the heart of light, the silence. 5

Of Melissa's walking into Darley's room after her
period of convalescence, he says:

She tapped at my door and walked in with 
her arms full of flowers, and all at once I 
found myself separated from the forgotten 
evening by centuries (Justine. p. 51).

The door or gate on the card symbolizes an entry into
the garden of Venus, so Melissa of the Quartet. the
girl with the armful of flowers, symbolizes not only
love but fecundity. This flowering is a flowering of
truth, lack of artificiality, a naturalness that is
productive. After Melissa utters the phrase to Nessim,
"Your wife is no longer faithful to you" (Justine.
p. 201), the artifice of Justine is exposed for what
it is:

23T. S. Eliot, The Waste Land (New York, 1930), p. 30.
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In a dazed sort of way he recognized that 
Justine was dead to him— from a mental 
picture she had become an engraving, a 
locket which one might wear over one's 
heart forever. It is always bitter to 
leave the old life for the new— and every 
woman is a new life, compact and self- 
contained and sui generia. As a person 
she had suddenly faded. He did not wish 
to possess her any longer but to free him
self from her. Prom a woman she had become 
a situation (Justine, p. 209).
The Tarot Symbol, the Emperor, evident in the 

last statement in which Nessim recognizes the true 
Justine through the truth uttered by Melissa, joins
the Emperor, Nessim with the Empress, Melissa, rather

\than with Justine. The Tarot card, The Emperor is 
described by Waite:

He has a form of the Crux ansata for his 
scepter and a globe in his left hand.
He is crowned monarch— commanding, stately, 
seated on a throne, the arms of which are 
fronted by rams' heads. He is executive 
and realization, the power of this world, 
here clothed with the highest of its 
natural attributes. He is the virile power, 
to which the Empress responds, and in this 
sense is he who seeks to remove the Veil 
of Isis; yet she remains virgo intacta.
It should be understood that this card and 
that of the Empress do not precisely rep
resent the condition of married life, 
though this is what is implied. On the 
surface, as I have indicated, they stand 
for mundane royalty, uplifted on the seats 
of the mighty; but above this there is the 
suggestion of another presence. They sig
nify, also— and the male figure especially—
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the higher kingship, occupying the intel
lectual throne. Hereof is the lordship of 
thought rather than of the animal world.24
Nessim has been recognized throughout the Quartet 

as a king of this world, excelling in the business 
thereof. Although absorbed in the philosophical, 
contemplative in spirit, and detached from greed with 
a particular distaste for money, he possessed an 
unusual talent for business, a talent which his father 
would have preferred to see directed to the Coptic 
political situation. It is through this unusual busi
ness acumen that Nessim eventually receives his power 
politically and it is to his power that Melissa 
originally responds:

And yet somewhere through all this gentleness 
ran a steel chord, for his staff was per
petually surprised to find out that, inat
tentive as he appeared to be, there was no 
detail of the business which he did not 
know; while hardly a transaction he made 
did not turn out to be based on a stroke of 
judgment. He was something of an oracle to 
his own employees— and yet (they sighed and 
shrugged their shoulders) he seemed not to 
care! Not to care about gain, that is 
what Alexandria recognizes as madness (Justine, p, 20).

This same steel chord and virile power frightens 
Melissa and it is to this sense of power that she 
re spond s:

24Waite, pp. 84-87



Melissa was afraid now, for she knew that 
offence given to the great could, by the 
terms of the city, be punished swiftly and 
dreadfully (Justine, p. 201).

Later when Nessim, his eyes full of tears, asked,
"What is the price of your silence?" Melissa realizes 
that he is of her kind: "She recognized in his expres
sion the weakness for the good which could never ren
der him an enemy of her kind" (Justine, p. 202).

The universal fecundity of Melissa as Empress is 
the soma which allows the Emperor to "remove the veil 
of Isis." In the light of true nature Nessim sees 
Justine, the High Priestess of the reflected light 
unveiled to the point that she becomes for him a situa
tion rather than a woman. Melissa, herself in a state 
of pure nature, challenges by her existence that which 
is artificial, indirect, guarded. I use the phrase 
"challenges by her existence" designedly because 
Melissa purely and simply "is." She lacks inten- 
tionality, artifice, or anything that might suggest 
her consciously leading or directing others through 
her person. When she takes the stance of attracting 
or enticing, it is through something accidental rather 
than essential— false eyelashes, dancing costume,

2 5 Ibid., p. 84
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money tray. In receiving the attention of the patrons 
of the Etoile, Melissa compartmentalizes her "self."
She gives her body yet retains that which "is."

Nessim, according to his father, has been forced 
by circumstances to be something other than that which 
he was destined to be as a Copt. Melissa in a purely 
natural way is able to penetrate the power which 
Nessim has assumed. It is Nessim in pure nature to 
whom Melissa relates— Nessim, the Egyptian fecundated 
by Melissa, the Greek.

The child born of Nessim and Melissa, living in 
a state of pure nature, moves peacefully and naturally 
through the world of myth. As she enters the city, 
it takes on a new aspect, "To her it must have seemed 
appropriate music for a triumphal entry into the city 
of childhood. . . . She was looking into the sky for 
her father, the image which would form like a benevolent 
cloud above us and envelop her" (Clea, p. 21). When 
the child actually meets Nessim, it is with great 
trust;

"look," I said, not without apprehension.
"Here he comes at last, your father."
She watched with wide frozen eyes follow
ing the tall figure until it stood smil
ing at us, not six feet away. . . »
And now the child crawled up like a sloth
into a tree-trunk and wound her legs about his hips IClea. pp. 22-23).



The picture of the child on a white horse which 
is the Tarot Symbol of the Sun is evident in refer-
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ences to the child after she has arrived at the "palace" 
as she calls it, actually the Hosnani estates. Jus
tine says, "The child is in bed, delighted with the 
palace as she calls it, and the promise of a pony of 
her own. I think she will be happy" (Clea, p. 41).
Often when the child is mentioned she is riding a 
horse:

In Nessim she had realised a father. His 
image had gained definition by greater 

s familiarity because of his human tender
ness. He was a delightful companion- 
father now, and together they explored the 
desert lands around the house on horseback.
. . . Sometimes Nessim was there, but he 
never accompanied us on our walks or rides, 
and usually the child came to the ford to 
meet me with a spare horse (Olea, pp. 188-189).

The child's riding has a permanency about it that is
lacking in Narouz's mounting the white Arab mare.
Hers is not a conquest but rather a natural possession
of the land of Egypt, the land of reflected light.
She is secure in her naturalness, not needing the
whip, harpoon, or harpoon gun that were so necessary
to keep Narouz astride his horse. The child on the
Tarot Card, the Sun, "bears the seal of Nature and
of Art." The child of Nessim and Melissa seems to

26Ibid., p. 147
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be the link between Nature and Art, the fruit of the
union of the true Hellenic lovers*

Melissa, having been committed to art seems to
have lost her existence:

With surprise and chagrin I discovered that 
she had utterly vanished. The waters had 
simply closed over her head. It was as if 
she had never existed, never inspired in 
me the pain and pity which (I had always 
told myself) would live on, transmuted into 
other forms perhaps— but live triumphantly on 
forever. I had worn her out like an old 
pair of socks, and the utterness of~this 
disappearance surprised and shocked me.
Could 'love' simply wear out like this? 
"Melissa," I said again, hearing the lovely x word echo in the silence. Name of a sad 
herb, name of a pilgrim to Eleusis. Was 
she less now than a scent or a flavour?
Was she simply a nexus of literary cross- 
references scribbled in the margins of a 
minor poem? And had my love dissolved her 
in this strange fashion, or was it simply 
the literature I had tried to make out of 
her (Cleat P. 33)?

Such a realization is frightening to Darley, yet one 
can recognize in his reflections a change in attitude 
to the one expressed when still on the island:

I have been looking through my papers 
tonight. Some have been converted to 
kitchen uses, some the child has destroyed.
This form of censorship pleases me for it
has the indifference I am beginning to
share. After all what is the good of a
fine metaphor for Melissa when she lies
buried deep as any mummy in the shallow
tepid sand of the black estuary (Justine, p« 6)?
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Finally at the height of the realization that Melissa
had lost her natural existence through her being
reworked into art, Darley remembers the artist,
Pursewarden, speaking of this same thing:

Her name had been utterly worn out of use!
It was truly shameful not to be able to 
evoke the faintest tribute to so all-engulf
ing an unhappiness. Then like the chime of 
a distant bell I heard the tart voice of the 
dead Pursewarden saying "But our unhappiness 
was sent to regale us. We were intended 
to revel in it, enjoy it to the full."
Melissa had been simply one of the many 
costumes of love (Clea, p. 34)!

Melissa was love in its natural form and as such had
attracted purely through her existence. Justine was
love in its rational form, attracting in an exaggerated
Gnosticism that resembles Sade rather than true
Gnosticism:

Why do I always choose an epigraph from 
de Sade? Because he demonstrates pure 
rationalism— the ages of sweet reason we 
have lived through in Europe since Des
cartes. He is the final flower of reason, 
and the typic of European behavior 
(Balthazar, p. 244) .

Both expressions of love, the natural and the rational, 
according to Plotinus must involve us in pain and 
longing of the kind Pursewarden refers to when he 
says we were intended to revel in unhappiness:
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Salvation in the One is very much more than 
intellectual fulfillment. The metaphors 
describing the One, and the metaphors of 
ascent to the Alone, of the fall, of the 
arrogance and self assertion of the psyche, 
of the treacherous black magic of matter, all 
describe a reality that is real and imaginary.
One need only to expand what Plotinus says, 
let the imagination run more freely, give it 
appropriate expression in rite and acts, and one has full blown Gnosticism.

Even as it is, Plotinus' system may be taken as one vast hymn to inexhaustible 
seminal fertility. In his world everything 
emanates from the highest power by cosmology, 
necessity, and yet this necessity involves 
it in pain and longing. The whole universe 
is endowed with the qualities of the psyche.
Not only man but everything longs to return to even to be extinguished in the One.27

The love of Melissa is typical of the Greek, the
Hellenic while Justine's love is equally typical of
the Egyptian woman:

Their feelings are buried in the preconscious.
In love they give out nothing of themselves, having no self to give, but enclose them
selves around you in an agonized reflection—  
an agony of unexpressed yearning that is 
at the opposite pole from tenderness, pleasure (Justine. p. 59).

Yet each, Melissa and Justine, is only an expression,a 
costume of love. Parley expresses this upon his return 
to Alexandria when he realizes that now he no longer 
resents the deceit of Justine because it formed a 
part of reality and was thus part of truth:

27Joseph Katz, "Plotinus and the Gnostics," 
Journal of the History of Ideas, XV (April, 1954), 295.
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'I knew that you would always prefer your own 
mythical picture, framed by the five senses, 
to anything more truthful. But now, then, 
tell me— which of us was the greater liar?
I cheated you, you cheated yourself. . . .

These observations, which at another 
time, in another context, might have had 
the power to reduce me to ashes, were now 
vitally important to me in a new way.
'However hard the road, one is forced to 
come to terms with truth at last,' wrote 
Pursewarden somewhere. Yes, but unexpectedly 
I was discovering that truth was nourishing*—  
the cold spray of a wave which carried one 
always a little further towards self-reali
sation. I saw now that my own Justine had 
indeed been an illusionist's creation, raised 
upon the faulty armature of misinterpreted 
words, actions, gestures. Truly there was no 
blame here; the real culprit was my love which 

- had invented an image on which to feed. Nor 
was there any question of dishonesty, for 
the picture was coloured after the necessities 
of the love which invented it. . . . I also 
saw that lover and loved, observer and ob
served, throw down a field about each other 
("Perception is shaped like an embrace— the 
poison enters with the embrace," Pursewarden 
writes). They then infer the properties of 
their love, judging it from this narrow field 
with its huge margins of unknown ("the re
fraction") , and proceed to refer it to a 
generalised conception of something constant 
in its qualities and universal in its opera
tion. How valuable a lesson this was to 
art and to life (Clea, pp. 46-47).

"The cold spray of a wave which carried one always a 
little further towards self-realization" (Clea, p. 47)» 
is the only bath that will be healing for the inhabi
tants of the Wasteland, the land of the Fisher King.
The drought that has laid waste the land in the 
Quartet is an interior drought that can be conquered
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by self-realization. Before his death, Narouz is ex
tremely aware of the actions of others. He notes the 
silence of the estate, the absence of the servants; 
he sits astride his horse ready to cope with any 
threat of the outside world. Yet when Narouz lies 
dying, the doctor, the healer, Balthazar is unable to 
respond to the chant of the servants, "Praise be to 
God that the doctor is here! All will be well with 
him" (Mountolive. p. 281)! On the contrary, when Clea 
is brought up from the depths of the water by Barley, 
Balthazar is able to act. The idle onlookers this 
time are the dead Phoenician sailors, who stand like 
chessmen waiting to be moved, symbolic of those who 
are unable through self-realization to move themselves.

Balthazar's action in this scene of rebirth is 
perhaps presence rather than action, a presence that 
encourages another's action. Barley describee Bal
thazar as "one of those rare people who had found a 
philosophy for himself and whose life was occupied 
in trying to live it" (Justine, p. 88). He specu
lated on the meaning of man, body and soul express
ing the belief that medically he is, "just a passage 
for liquids and solids, a pipe of flesh" (Justine, p. 89). 
Again he speaks of the body as a means of binding time.
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I thought afterwards that behind the urgency
of his expression he masked the symbolic
meaning that this watch had for him: signi-
fying the unbound time which flowed through
his body and mine, marked off for so many
years now by this historic timepiece (Justine. p. 90).

However, in reacting against Arnauti Balthazar reveals
a deeper understanding of man. Of Arnauti he says,
"He intruded on us, but he did not see the spiritual
city underlying the temporal one" (Justine, p. 91).
He recognizes Alexandria to be a special force with
which man has to cope:

’You speak slightingly of syncretism,' said 
Balthazar once, 'but you must understand 
that to work here at all— and I am speak
ing now as a religious maniac not a phil
osopher— one must try to reconcile two 
extremes of habit and behavior which are 
not due to the intellectual disposition 
of the inhabitants, but to their soil, 
air, landscape. . 0 . It is not even a 
question of mixed races and tongues. It 
is the national peculiarity of the Alexandrians 
to seek a reconciliation between the two 
deepest psychological traits of which they are conscious' (Justine. p. 94).

It is this reconciliation of which Balthazar speaks 
that brings about integration of the personality, a 
union of the temporal and the soma. Balthazar's 
explanation of the attempt of Alexandrians to recon
cile the two deepest psychological traits of which 
they are conscious is to me a refutation of Lional 
Trilling’s criticism of the Quartet as presenting a 
negative relation to the will.
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Now that I have read the third and fourth 
of what Mr. Durrell calls the Alexandria 
Quartet, Mountollve published earlier this 
year and the recent Clea. I think I know 
what disquieted me. It Is that all the 
novels, and the Quartet as a whole, stand 2 8
In a peculiar negative relation to the will.

In speaking of the negative relation of the will,
Mr. Trilling says, “all our notions of tragedy denend
on our conception of the will.* In speaking of the
world as state, he no doubt relies upon norms set by
Aristotle. If so, then that the city is the orotago-
nlst of the action is, to say the least, disturbing.
xMr. Trilling speaks of the intensity of the personal
existence of the city and the Importance of history
as a "felt presence in the Quartet." He compares
European and American concepts of the "past* with
Alexandria's inclusion of the past in its “actual
presence.* Of the will Itself, he says:

"Moral* is a word that would be beyond their 
powers of utterance, perhaps beyond Mr. Dur-’ 
rell's, yet their lives are touched by 
considerations of goodness at every nolnt; 
what is lacking is the binding force of 
the will which keeps steady the objects of 
their desire, and creates the ides of permanence and Intention.?9

28
Lionel Trilling, “The Quartet: Two Reviews,* 

IDl®. of Lawrence Durrell. ed. Harry T. Moore(Carbondale, 196?), n. <?.
29
Ibid.. 6 0 -6 ?
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In the light of Western thought all thst Mr. 
Trilling says is true. However, Lawrence Durrell 
has chosen to write a novel whose setting is pecu
liarly Eastern, and in keening with that setting has 
succeeded in thinking "Eastern." I would reneat 
the opening statement of Chanter One of this thesis,

If one judges the worth of the Alexandria 
Quartet according to the norms of Western 
literature and according to traditional 
literary patterns, it will most like be found 
wanting; it will be found wanting because 
having little to do with Western thought, 
it probes deeply into the consciousness 
of the East and slips beyond consciousness 

% itself, expressing the unconscious in a literary pattern that recreates a past 
beyond geographical space and chronologicaltime.30
Eastern thought, as opposed to Western, turns 

man's attention inward to the ground of being. He 
is urged to return to primordial existence which 
connects him not only with his own oreconscious 
existence but also with the unconscious of the race. 
His norm of goodness is set by himself as response 
to his return to his own primordial existence, thus 
removing the obligation to conform to patterns of 
behavior set by man as an outside norm for his mea
sured responses. This is not to say that he lives

3°Supra♦. p. 6 .
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without direction; it is rather to say that men is 
self-directed and aims to be at one with himself at 
the deenest level of existence. lime hecom.es an 
important factor since man lives in soace-time where 
present, oast, and future fuse, adding the fourth 
dimension time to the three dimensions of soace.
What Durrell is trying to say, and does say quite 
clearly, is that man lives in space-time. History 
then is not merely a backdroo (as Mr. Trilling, and I 
might say most Western critics, have determined it to 
'be); Alexandria is not a stage on which man oerforms; 
Cavafy is not the city's soul. All of these ere the 
city. "The city, half-imagined (yet wholly real), 
begins and ends in us, roots lodged in our memory** 
(Balthazar, p. 3). But we live in soace-time— and 
that makes all the difference in the world. Man in 
soace-time is an extension of the entire culture of a 
place, and the olace, Alexandria, is an extension of 
man. This is Durrell*s intent— to create a moroho- 
logical form classical for our time.

Such a task is dlffult to accomolish in words 
because, as Mr. Trilling says, "Ancient ways and ancient 
peoples are before our eyes, and scenes that would 
seem bizarre and perfervid in the pages of The Golden
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Bough are of common occurrences. . . What Durrell 
accomplishes, as I see it, lies in finding a form 
xtfithin which language can, as far as possible, re
create human experience in its totality without frag
mentation, that is, to present as far as possible man 
in space-time. Such an attempt presupposes a consid
eration of man from all angles of observation includ
ing time. Speaking of the type of fragmentation 
which Durrell aimed to remove, McLuhan says:

It seems contradictory that the fragmenting 
and divisive power of our analytic Western 

x world should derive from an accentuation 
of the visual faculty. This same visusl 
sense is responsible for the habit of see
ing all things as continuous and connected. 
Fragmentâtion hv means of visual stress 
occurs in that isolation of moment in time, 
or aspect in space, that is beyond the 
power of touch, or hearing, or smell, or 
movement. By imposing unvisualizable 
relationships that are the result of instant 
speed, electric technology dethrones the 
visual sense and restores us to the domin
ion of synesthesia, and the close inter
involvement of the other senses.3?
In the Quartet through the use of the baroque

Durrell has worked to provide close interinvolvement
of the sense by fusing the contemporary, the historical,

31Moore, 6 1 . 3
32McLuhan, p. 108.
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the myth, the future; and in the fusion he has been 
able to secure the Interinvolvement of the senses 
probably as well as the visual and the imagination 
combined are able to do. He has tried to enthrone 
language, restoring It from the cl loped starkness of 
the isolated moment to the moment existentially 
pregnant with the wealth of the race. Par from 
detracting from the validity of Durrell*s presenta
tion, his ability to create a form which will allow 
language to present a more total projection of the 
past, present and future of man Into the contemporary 
scene gives a more accurate picture of the way things 
are— existential phenomena.

Man Is stronglv influenced then by factors i^ithin 
himself as well as by factors without— the emphasis 
being on the interloratlon. His totality of being 
Is arrived at by uniting with the Interior aspects 
of goodness, truth, and beauty as he has set them up 
for himself In his return to the source of goodness, 
truth, and beauty, the ground of being and the security 
of primordial existence.

Such an application of Eastern thought explains 
the lack pointed out by Mr. Trilling in reference to 
the binding force of the will, the use of the word
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"moral"' and the fact that he places love arc! art out
side the reach of the "moral will."33 That Eastern 
thought be applied in the criticism of a novel which 
builds on Eastern thought is to me equally as import
ant as the use of norms for judging a particular genre 
being used for that genre and no other. Such particu
larization of rules I see to be at the heart of Aris
totle's presentation of norms of criticism for the 
existing literary forms of his day.

Western thought, since it is basically Christian
\in scope, retains the exteriorization of the «Jewish 
concept of religion. Genesis' "Let there be light" 
is an exterior work on the oart of the creator. The 
decalogue with its "Thou shslt not* controls exterior 
action. Any society based on the Judeao-Chrlstian 
ethic retains exterior norms of measurement and thus 
requires an exterior choice of will between the two 
possibilities presented. On the contrary, Eastern 
tradition, particularly the Egyptian concept of it, 
retains interlorization of religious thought. An 
interior concept arrived at by the individual through 
a return to primordial existence establishes princi
ples of goodness within the person thus obliterating
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an exterior choice between two alternatives. Thus,
It is true, as Mr. Trilling says:

As any reader of the Quartet is likely to 
conceive of the will, it is a peculiarly 
European faculty, which has found its mod
ern expression in Protestantism, Romanticism, 
and the ideals of the middle class in its 
classic period— it is highly moralized, 
giving the greatest possible value to Indi
viduality as far as it can be thought of as 
one's own, seeing the world as the great 
state which has been readied for the signi
ficant behavior of the hero: all our no
tions of tragedy depend on our concention of the will.!1»'

The significant word in the passage just quoted is 
’‘our." As long as we use "our* norms to judge "the 
other," "our" criticism fails to really judge "the 
other."

Pursewarden says, "I know that the key I am try
ing to turn is in myself* (Balthazar, p. 13). To 
turn the key in oneself is to free oneself from the 
city’s Influence. Darley says, *’I must know every 
thing in order to be at last delivered from the city,* 
I replied in my dream* (Balthazar, p. 1 3 ). Balthazar 
says, "Truth is what most contradicts itself in time" 
(Balthazar, p. 1 3 ). Again Balthazar remarks in the 
interlinear:

3^Koorev P* ¿0
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To intercalate realities is the only way 
to be faithful to Time, for at every 
moment in Time the nossibilities are 
endless in their multiplicity. Life con
sists in the act of choice. The perpet
ual reservation of judgment and the oer- 
netual choosing (Balthazar, n. 2 2 2 ).

Darley's reaction to the altered account of what he
thought he knew to be true but discovered through
the interlinear was true in itself but made up only
part of the larger truth is a reaction that helps
him to turn the key in himself:

Prom the vantage-point of this island 
I can see it all in its doubleness, in 

\ the intercalation of fact and fancy, with 
new eyes; and re-reading, re-working 
reality in the light of all I now know, I 
am surnrised to find that my feelings 
themselves have changed, have grown, have 
deepened even. Perhaps the destruction 
of my private Alexandria was necessary 
('the artifact of a true work of art 
never shows a plane surface*); perhaps 
buried in all this there lies the germ and 
substance of a truth— time's usufruct—  
which, if I can accommodate it, will 
carry me a little further in what is really 
a search for my nroner self (Balthazar, n. 2 2 2 ).

Clea also registers this search for self and lack of
fulfillment until she finds it in the letter she
writes to Darley on the island:

Ah, my dear friend, I trembled a little as 
I slit open the envelope. Why? I was 
afraid that what you might have to say 
would drag me back by the hair to old 
places and scenes long since abandoned; 
the old stations and sites of the per
sonality which belonged to the
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Alexandrian Clea you knew— not to me any 
longer, or at any rate, not wholly. I’ve 
changed. A new woman, certainly a new 
painter Is emerging, still a hit tender 
and shy like the horns of a snail— but 
new. A whole new world of experience 
stands between us. . . . How could you 
know all this? You would perhaps be 
writing to Clea, the old Clea; what would 
I find to say to you in reply? . . .
And you say you were unjust to Pursewarden; 
yes, but it is not imnortant. H© was 
equally unjust to you. Unknown to either 
of you, you joined hands in me! As writ
ers. . . You, I surmise, will soon be 
coming into the same degree of self-nosses- 
slon— nerhaps through this cursed city of 
ours, Alexandria, to which we most belong 
when we most hate it (Balthazar, po. 232-273).

Pursewarden in speaking to Clea of the last volume of
his novel expresses much of the same idea of self-
realization snoken of by both Clea and Darley:

Yet I must in this last book insist that 
there is hope for man, scone for man, 
within the boundaries of a simole law; 
and I seem to see mankind as gradually 
anpropriating to itself the necessary 
information through mere attention, not 
reason, which may one day enable it to 
live within the terms of such an idea—  
the true meaning of ’joy unconfined.’
How could joy be anything else? This 
new creature we artists are hunting for 
will not 'live' so much as, like time 
itself simply 'elapse! (Balthazar, p. £3 5 )♦

The key to the Quartet lies in the simple law which
Pursewarden oroposed earlier when he said, "The key
I am trying to turn is in myself" (Balthazar, p. 1 3 ).
The key which one turns in oneself is the realization
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that the city begins and ends in each inhabitant, a 
key which as Darley says had made him "come face to 
face with the nature of time** (Clea. p. ¿1). As a 
result of coming face to face with the nature of time, 
Darley writes:

If I have spoken of time it is because 
the writer I was becoming was learning 
at last to inhabit those deserted spaces 
which time misses— beginning to live 
between the ticks of the clock, so to 
speak. The continuous present, which is 
the real history of that collective anecdote, the human mind; when the oast is 
dead and the future represented only by 
desire and fear, what of that adventive 

\ moment which can’t be measured, can’t be 
dismissed? For most of us the so-called 
Present is snatched away like some sump
tuous repast, conjured up by fairies—  
before one can touch a mouthful. Like 
the dead Pursewarden I hoped I might 
soon be truthfully able to say: 'I do not write for those who have never asked 
themselves this question: ’at what point does real life begin* (Clea. p. 6)?

Darley and Clea had both come face to face with the nature 
of time and had asked themselves the question, "At what 
point does real life begin?'* Darley says, "The bouy- 
ancy of a new freedom possessed me like a draught from 
what the Cabal once called "The Fountain of All Exist
ing Things" (Clea. p. 90).

The symbolism of rebirth in the underwater scene 
of Clea represents descent into the depths of self to a 
point of self realization, a point where conscious and



unconscious fuse allowing the person to discover the 
fulcrum of himself to lie in self possession. Clea 
has reached this point of self possession, thus the 
presence of the mandala mentioned in Chapter Two. She 
has passed through the stages of the Tarot Symbol, The 
Moon, and arrived at intellectual light. Waite says 
of this card:

The distinction between this card and 
some of the conventional types is that 
the moon is increasing on what is called 
the side of mercy, to the right of the 
observer. . . . The card represents 
life of the imagination apart from the life 
of the soirit. The path between the towers 
is the issue into the unknown. The dog and 
wolf are the fears of the natural mind in 
the presence of that place to exit, when 
there is only reflected light to guide it.

During the oeriod prior to the final scene of rebirth
Clea had passed through a series of phases, symbolized
by the phases of the moon on the Tarot Card. During
these periods of suffering she had heard the wailing of
an animal, symbolized on the card by the animals on
the shore that represent the fears of the natural mind
as it approaches the unknown with only reflected light.
The phases completed, Clea emerges renewed, symbolized
by the mandala in the underwater scene. The Tarot

35
Waite, p .  1̂ 0.
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Symbol, The World, similar to the mandala in its circu
lar shape, represents Clea*s integrated psychic state. 
The card according to Waite contains the final message 
of the Ma.ior Trumps :

It represents also the perfection and 
end of the Cosmos, the secret which is 
within it, the rapture of the universe 
when it understands itself in God. It 
is further the state of the soul in the 
consciousness of Divine Vision, reflected from the self-knowing spirit. . . .

It has more than one message on the 
macrocosmic side and is, for example, the 
state of the restored world when the law 
of manifestation shall have been carried 
to the highest degree of natural perfection.

\ But it is perhaps more especially a story 
of the past, referring to that day when all 
was declared to be good, when the morning 
stars sang together and all the Sons of God shouted for joy.36
In this scene in which Clea descends into the

water to rise again to the surface, Darley remarks5
It was here, spiralling up through the 
water with her hair colled out behind 
her, that the image of Clea was restored 
once more. Time had rendered her up, 
whole and intact egain— inatural as a city's 
grey-eyed Muse'— to quote the Greek poem. 
Swiftly, precisely the fingers which 
pressed upon my shoulder re-evoked her as 
we slid through the silent pool (Clea. o. 2 28).

The scene which follows identifies Balthazar as the
Fisher <ing. Jessie L. Weston's internretatlon of

36
I b i d . .  op.  156-159
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the identity of the Fisher King would substantiate such
an identification. After analyzing the many renditions
of the Identity of this Fisher King, she presents the
following explanations

From the exoteric point of view there are 
not, and there cannot be, two Kings suf
fering from parallel disability; the ritual 
knows one Principle of Life, and one alone.
Equally from the esoteric standpoint 
Fisher King, and Maimed King, representing 
two different aspects of the same oerson- 
alitv, may, and probably were, represented 
as two individuals, but one alone is disabled. 
Further, as the two are, in very truth, one, 
they should be equals in age, not of different generations.37

\

Balthazar is of the same generation of the maimed king,
Faltaus Hosnanl, as is evidenced at the death of I>ila:

'Leila is dead,* he said quietly. The x̂ ords seemed to weight him down with sorrow.
*Nessim telephoned this evening to tell me.
The strange thing is that he sounded ex
hilarated by the news. . . . D'you know 
what he said?' Balthazar looked at me 
with that all-comprehending eye and went on.
’He saidt 'While I loved her and all that. 
her death has freed me in a curious sort 
of W8y. A new life is opening before me.
I feel years younger.' . . .  He knew of 
course that Leila and I were the oldest of 
friends but not that all through this per
iod of absence she vtbs writing to me (Clea. p. 25Q).

37
Weston, p. 122.
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Balthazar Is closely connected with every major character 
in the Quartet’ He is of the generation of Leila and 
Faltaus; through the interlinear the reader becomes 
aware of his close identification with Justine, Clea, 
Pursewarden, Arnautl, Capodistria, Nesslm and Nerouz; 
even Arnautl seems to have been knox<m well enough for 
Balthazar to know that Arnautl had not seen both levels 
of men. He is an advisor to Clea, a confidante of Jus
tine, an admirer of El Scob. Through the Interlinear 
he was able to bring Parley to a point of facing the 
marty angles of truth and thus approach reality. Named 
’’the botanical goat," by Pombal, (Justine, p. 8?). 
he seemed to signify nature as Pan. Parley describes 
him as loving “poetry, parable, science and sophistry"
(Justine, p. 88). Parley also describes him as "using 
himself uo, his inner self, in living. . . .  To the 
Cartesian nrooosition: *1 think therefore I am,' he 
onnosed his own which must have gone something like 
this: 'I imagine, therefore, I belong and am free"
(Justine, p. 89). Of the Fisher King Jessie Weston 
says further:

He is not merely a deeply symbolic figure, 
but the essential centre of the whole cult, 
a being semi-divine, semi-human, standing 
between his people and land, and the un
seen forces which control their destiny.
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If the Grsil story be based upon a Life 
ritual the character of the Fisher King 
is of the very essence of the tale, and 
his title, so far from being meaningless, 
expresses, for those who are at pains to 
seek, the intention and object of the per
plexing whole. The Fisher King is, as I 
suggested above, the very heart and centre 
of the whole mystery, and I contend that 
with an adequate interpretation of this 
enigmatic character the soundness of the 
theory providing such an interpretation 
may be held to be definitely proved.3°

That Balthazar Is the centre of the whole cult is quite
clear since the Cabal provided snirltual direction yet
was also a means of uniting all of the main characters
in the clot. His celebration of a simple meal on the
island just before Clea's accident resembles that of
a priest recalling events of an early heritage:

And then: to sit once more in the simple sunlight, sipping the red wine of St. Manas 
as she broke up the warm brown loaf of 
French bread, and hunted for a particular 
cheese or a cluster of dates: while Bal
thazar talked discursively (half asleep) 
of the Vineyard of Ammon, the Kings of the 
Harpoon Kingdom and their battles, or of the 
Mareotic wine to which, not history, but the 
gossiping Horace once attributed Cleo
patra's distempers of mind. . . . ('His
tory sanctions everything, pardons every
thing— even what we do not pardon our
selves') (Clea. p. 2 3 B).

As a life-giving symbol the Fisher King by his presence 
allows the knight, Derley, to perform the life-giving

38Ibid., p 136
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action. Preceding the act of restoration Darley and
Clea had descended to the depths of the water just off
Nerouz' Island. In his description of the place Darley
likens it to the nave of a cathedral, and at one side
the seven dead sailors stand motionless. Such a scene
is very similar to the picture of the Perilous chapel
described in the Grail Legend:

Students of the Grail romances will remember 
that in many of the versions the hero—  
sometimes it Is a heroine— meets vfith a 
strange and terrifying adventure in a mys
terious Chapel, an adventure which, we are 
given to understand, is fraught with extreme 
peril to life. The details vary: sometimes 
there is a Dead Body laid on the altar; 
sometimes a Black Hand extinguishes the 
tapers; there are strange and threatening 
voices, and the general impression is that 
this is an adventure in Ttfhich supernatural, 
and evil, forces are engaged. . . . Behind 
the altar is a window, and as Gawaln looks 
a Hand, black and hideous, comes through 
the window, and extinguishes the taper, 
while a voice makes lamentation loud and 
dire, beneath which the very building rocks. 
Gawaln*s horse shies for terror, and the 
knight, making the sign of the Cross, rides 
out of the Chapel, to find the storm 
abated, and the great wind fallen. There
after the night was calm and clear.39

Besides the similarity of the chapel itself the presence
of the dead sailors, the pinning of Clea*s hand to the
ship, the strange voices which Clea had begun to hear
after first visiting the site of the wreck, and the

39Ibid.. p. 1?5
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thunder storm which passes over quickly make Darley's 
rescue of Clea fit closely with the description of the 
Perilous Chanel of the Grail Legend. Such an adventure 
in the Grail Legend was to initiate the hero, thus mak
ing him prove himself. The descent into the water, the 
bringing up of the dead Clea and her restoration to 
life represent symbolically the integration of the con
scious and the unconscious since death by water and 
rebirth symbolize an initiation. This initiation can 
be represented on two levels in the Grail Legend:
x The Grail story is not du fond en comble

the product of imagination, literary or popu
lar. At its root lies the record, more or 
less distorted, of an ancient Hitual, having 
for its ultimate object the initiation into 
the secret of the sources of Life, physical 
and spiritual. This ritual, in its lower, 
exoteric, form as affecting the processes of 
Nature, and physical life, survives to-day, 
and can be traced all over the x*rorld, in Polk 
ceremonies, which however widely separated the 
countries in which they are found, show a 
surer 1 sing identity of detail, and intention.
In its esoteric ’Mystery* form it was freely 
utilized for the imparting of high spiritual 
teaching concerning the relation of Man to 
the Divine Source of his being, and the possi
bility of a sensible union between Man, and God.^0

Since the rebirth expressed in the Quartet is an indi
vidual rebirth, it applies to the city only to the 
extent to which the reader understands that the city

1*0
Ibid., p. ?03
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begins and ends In each Inhabitant. Once the conscious 
and unconscious have been integrated, man realizes that 
he, like the city, has two centers of gravity, the 
temporal and the Soma, functioning as one. He also 
realizes that the city Is an extension of himself and 
that he is an extension of the city. Pursewarden says 
that the sexual and creative energy go hand in hand, 
converting into one another and riding the spiral of 
time together. ’’The truth is only to be found in our 
own entrails— the truth of Time** (Clea. t>. 132).
' In applying the relativity proposition to the hu

man condition Durrell has presented a study of man in 
space-time. To consider him as four-dimentional man he 
has created a morohological form which demonstrates 
the effect of the land on man and the effect of man on 
the land. Such a morphology portrays man as a complete 
personality, a union of the conscious and the unconscious. 
It portrays him, a new creation in focus with the 
creation myth itself. It presents man as living with 
both parts of his being Integrated, the world of fact 
and the world of the imagination. The morphological 
form created by Durrell as a structure within which 
four-dimensional man can function is s form that demands 
expression through symbol and myth of a primordial



existence within man where he can return to connect with 
his own preconscious existence and with the unconscious 
of the race. Time is the key that opens to man a pri
mordial existence beyond the relative real where man 
can root himself in the ground of being--man as he 
-is" in space-time,not man as he comes to be in the 
minds of other men or man as he is measured by the norms 
other men have set up form him--"The truth is only to 
be found in our own entrails— the truth of Time"
(Clea. p. 1 3 2 ).
x The mirror sees the man as beautiful, 

the mirror loves the man; another 
mirror sees the man as frightful and 
hates him; and it is always the same 
being who produces the inroresslons.

Justine(D. A. P. de Sade)
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